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Factitive Summary

In the 1960s and '70s, state development agencies often

offered subsidized financing to firms that would relocate

or open facilities within the state. By the 1980s, when the

wisdom of "smokestack-chasing" began to fade, the

emphasis in state economic development shifted to

homegrown businesses. The smart state money stayed

home and began to flow to carefully targeted firms that

were indigenous to the state economy. States directly

funded small business start-ups, the modernization of

existing firms, and other homegrown enterprises.

Now, in the early 1990s, development finance is taking

on a decidedly different identity.

Best practices in state development finance today

include a number of innovative financing strategies that

states employ, usually in partnership with private lenders.

Linked deposit programs tie the deposit of public funds in

financial institutions to those institutions agreeing to

invest in targeted business sectors. Loan guarantee and

loan insurance programs backed by the state allow the

private market to make riskier loans. Business and

industrial development corporations (BIDC0s) are private

development lending institutions usually created with an

initial infusion of state capital. Various kinds of state

revolving loan funds and state development finance

corporations still allow some states to act as direct

providers of capital. Other states have recognized the

successful track record of private development finance

institutions through supportive regulatory change, or

commitment of state funds. These are but a few of the

tools in use in several states that possess innovative

development finance strategies.

Today's successful development finance strategies

emphasize innovation; intense knowledge and use of

markets; careful analysis, planning and evaluation; and,

most importantly, public-private partnerships.

Development finance seems to work best where it is a

Executive Summary ix



The state finds

that it must

engage private

investment

institutions in a

partnership

logical outgrowth of a state's overall economic
development program: once the state has performed the
necessary assessment of economic development needs and
opportunities, then it can employ a great variety of
development finance tools to meet important public

objectives in the protess of generating new economic
activity. In almost every case, the state finds that it must
engage private investment Institutions in a partnership to
meet economic development objectives.

This book reviews the state-of-the-art in development
finance. It briefly traces the evolution of development
finance from the,early, subsidy-driven programs to the
emerging "Third Wave" today. It outlines the
opportunities and limitations of a number of approaches,
paying particular attention to the special capital needs of
rural areas. It then presents a very practical series of steps
to create (or improve) state development finance
programs. To add dimension and illustrate the practical
workings of development finance, it also offers several
detailed case studies of successful programs in
Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, Arkansas and
other states. The key points made in the brief study are:

— Successful, innovative development finance
programs use public funds to leverage greater amounts of
private capital. The programs are driven by demand and
foster greater competition among capital providers. For
reasons of accountability and continued effectiveness,
they rely heavily upon monitoring and evaluation. It is
not simply the economic growth and investment return
that must be evaluated, but also the program's impact on
economic development: Does the program meet
important public objectives? Is it closing capital gaps and
serving formerly neglected populations? If these
questions are not part of the evaluation, then the program
probably provides nothing more than what conventional
finance already provides.

— Capital gaps exist in all regions of the country, but
may be especially acute in rural areas. Rural regions often
suffer from specialized, narrowly-based economies, low
population densities and lenders' historic tendency to

BUSINESS FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT



avoid risk. The emergency of affiliate banking in the

1980s brought both new problems and new opportunities

to rural areas. While affiliate banking has led to the

creation of more banks in rural areas, lending to local

businesses has not necessarily improved. Centralized

decision-making often discourages local investment,

which historically relied on familiarity between the lender

and borrower. Nevertheless, strong state development

finance programs may foster greater competition among

the now more numerous rural lending institutions. With

the right incentives, affiliate banking could work greatly

to the advantage of rural economies.

— The timing is excellent for innovative state

development fmance programs to flourish. Financial

deregulation coupled with new banking technologies, new

products and providers (such as money market and mutual

funds), and legislation fostering interstate banking and the

rise of rural affiliated banks create new investment and

lending opportunities. Moreover, the federal government

continues to relinquish control over economic

development programs. States are now in the key position

to create and maintain innovative programs.

— Initiating (or improving) state development finance

programs involves a series of careful steps, beginning

with analysis of the state's capital market, then moving

through the development of objectives and targets, the

design of the program and the creation of systems of

monitoring and evaluation. Perhaps the most important

step in creating new development finance programs is

mustering political support. If performed well, "political

marketing" serves the twin purposes of achieving

political validation (hence security) and creating the

very public-private partnerships that are so critical to

innovation and success. 
Technical

assistance is

— Technical assistance is crucial for both the supply crucial

and demand sides of the development finance equation.

Business people who lack the skills to draft convincing

business and financing plans often remain invisible to

conventional lenders. Conversely, few loan officers are

trained well enough to spot the winners among a crop of

Executive Summary xi



non-traditional borrowers. The need for technical

assistance is especially acute in rural areas where

potentially viable small- and micro-businesses continue to

fall through the capital gaps. Technical assistance helps

everyone in development finance, but'is all too rare.

States can look to private development finance institutions

for examples of effective technical assistance efforts.

With these best practices well underway in a number of

states, the challenge now remains for other states to draw

from this experience to create innovative and effective

programs of their own. Some locales, states and regions

have demonstrated effectiveness of public-private

partnerships in development finance. The best work,

however, is still to be done.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Why it Development Finance Policy Guide?

Several states have been involved in development

finance during the past decade. Early programs tended to

subsidize business location to create or save jobs.

Gradually, states began to experiment with alternative

financing efforts, relying less upon recruitment subsidies

and more upon state or federal funds to provide

development capital. Recently, people have been

questioning the success of these early efforts and calling

for new ideas. Market-driven programs and new roles for

the states are now emerging. This book is written for state

policy-makers who are just beginning to consider how

development finance relates to their state's economic

development and for those who want to reconsider

existing development finance policies. The ideas offered

here describe a new way of thinking about how

development finance fits into a state's overall economic

development policies.

This discussion has several purposes. First, to offer the

rationale and history of development finance for those

unfamiliar with it. Second, to clarify the nature of capital

gaps, especially in rural areas. Third, and most important,

to present the surest steps for establishing development

finance programs. Finally, to review some recurrent

themes in development finance programs in order to

create a conceptual model useful to policy-makers.

What Is Development Finance?

Development finance means different things to

different people. The definition has evolved over time.

To most people, development finance implies providing

capital to individuals, firms or communities in order to

stimulate development in ways that support public goals

Chapter 1. Introduction 1



Development

finance takes

a longer view

of capital

investment,

placing a

higher priority

on long-term

change than

on short-run

returns

while generating new economic activity. The goal may be
to increase income and employment opportunities in rural
areas, to empower minorities through business ownership,
to improve living conditions for low-income people, or to
promote more equitable access to resources. It is in
providing these public goods that development finance
differs from conventional investment. Development
finance also takes a longer view of capital investment,
placing a higher priority on long-term change than on
short-run returns. While this definition may be widely
accepted today, most state programs in the past were
designed to provide subsidies for firms to locate or remain
in the state. The economic development objective was to
create or retain jobs, rather than to fill capital gaps or
support the kinds of public goals outlined above.

Development finance is also about changing behavior.
Providing technical assistance along with capital is a
common feature, as these programs often try to increase
the management capacity of small business borrowers. By
forging partnerships with banks and other lenders,
development finance also works to change the banking
culture, making development loans more acceptable to
private lenders. The notion of partnership is key to
development finance, which represents a middle ground
between private lenders, for-profit financial institutions
and non-profit foundations who promote development.
While private lenders are unlikely to make investments
that do not generate private returns, foundations are
unlikely to invest unless they see measurable public
benefits. Most development finance arrangements create
both private and public returns, making the partnership a
realistic and often necessary ingredient.

Other Terms Defined

A capital market includes all sources of credit, and all
sources of demand for it, in a given geographic area.
Capital providers may include commercial banks, savings
banks, credit unions and private investors, including
family and friends of local entrepreneurs. The capital

2 BUSINESS FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT



these sources provide may be either debt (money paid

back over a specified time with interest), or equity capital

(money that becomes part of a business' capital base,

yielding a return tied to the profitability of the business

over time). Both kinds of capital involve risk, though

equity capital is usually considered to be the higher risk.

Development capital is a debt or equity investment

made to meet the capital needs of a business while

achieving some economic development objective. For

example, small business loans may provide necessary

credit for expansion and generate new employment, or

credit may be extended to groups who have not been

involved in business ventures, such as low-income women

or minorities. Development capital differs from traditional

credit because of its dual objectives: achieving public

benefits by meeting private capital needs.

Economic development includes more than creating

jobs. It implies expanded economic opportunities,

particularly for low-income and minority groups, and a

reduction of economic disparities between rural and urban

communities.

Development finance programs increase the supply

of development capital to achieve specific economic

development objectives. While these objectives may vary

from state to state, the development finance programs

described here have a common thread: they are designed

to increase the supply of capital to particular kinds of

businesses, and not merely for traditional investment in

housing or community infrastructure. Important changes

in the U.S. financial system—notably, deregulation

beginning in the 1980s, the new federalism and the

savings and loan crisis—have heightened state interest in

development finance. There is thus much to be learned

from a discussion of "best practices" in development

finance; it is important to focus on programs with a

unifying theme so that we can compare programs

designed to meet similar objectives.

The need for development finance rests on two

premises. First, a lack of capital constrains development,

Chapter 1. Introduction



particularly for entrepreneurs and small businesses.
Second, conventional lenders often fail to allocate capital
to viable businesses, creating public and private capital
gaps. Business start-ups, modernization, expansion and
survival are all threatened by capital gaps.

Today's capital markets bear evidence that large,
established firms suffer less from access to capital than
new, small, nontraditional businesses—for example, firms
producing new products or services unfamiliar to local
lenders. The higher risks and costs of lending to these
small borrowers often keep lenders away. Yet these small
firms create most new jobs as they stimulate local
economic development.

The lack of capital for viable businesses is a sign of
market imperfection. When a business cannot get a
loan or investment even when that money would earn a
competitive rate of return, the market imperfection
creates a private capital gap: private lenders are failing
to recognize a viable credit need. Several factors may be
at work:

1. Incomplete information. Will the interest and
equity earnings cover the risk involved in a particular
business? Information about the investment opportunity
may be lacking so that private lenders cannot evaluate the
risk-return tradeoff.

2. Transaction costs. How much will it cost to make
and administer the loan or investment? Transaction costs
may be high relative to other opportunities, perhaps
because of the small size of the capital need or the
nontraditional nature of the business.

3. Risk aversion. Development finance often seems to
involve higher risks while offering potentially higher
returns. Lenders may be more willing to place money in
low-risk, low-return investments because they are unable
to spread risk or diversify their portfolios.

4. Regulation. Rules guiding the behavior of private
lenders often restrict their opportunities to meet viable

4 BUSINESS FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT



credit needs—for example, commercial banks

prohibited from making equity investments. Liquidity

may also be an issue as regulatory requirements for

capital ratios increase, constraining the bank's ability to

make loans.

5. Bias. A borrower's race, gender, income or place of

residence may impede access to credit. Capital may not

flow to viable ventures in remote rural communities or

inner city neighborhoods because of conscious or

unconscious biases.

In the presence of any of these factors, markets may

fail to allocate capital efficiently among competitive

opportunities, thus violating the market's own "rules of

the game." There may be other instances, however, when

the market allocates capital efficiently but not equitably.

When the market fails to achieve equity, then a public

capital gap may exist.

Public capital gaps occur when the private market

fails to consider social as well as fmancial returns on

investment. For instance, an investor may consider only

the return on investment and ignore job creation when,

from the community's perspective, the social returns

accompanying new jobs may represent most of the

economic development impact of private capital. When

social concerns are not considered, the capital market may

starve socially beneficial development. Still, development

finance should not be designed as a grant program. The

objective should always be a net yield of private and

social returns, though yields need not be as high as those

required of purely private transactions.

Public capital gaps may also occur from changes in

economic conditions and, more importantly, from the

regulatory response to those changes. Enhanced scrutiny

of New England banking markets in the wake of the

regional economic downturn and lessons learned from the

banking crisis in the Southwest both led to a tightening of

credit. In response, the public capital gap widened, since

the loss of jobs and income during economic hardship is

particularly damaging.

Development

finance should

not be designed

as a grant

program

Chapter 1. Introduction 
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Many argue that governments should try to heal market
imperfections. Especially when private capital fails to
generate jobs for target groups or to create other public
benefits, the cry goes up for government to intervene by
sharing risk or reducingregulatory burdens on lenders.
Although government intervention in capital markets is
generally accepted, the history of development finance
suggests that the form of intervention has evolved with
time and experience:

The Evolution of Development Finance Programs'

In many of the development fmance programs of
the early 1980s, state and federal governments provided
capital directly to subsidize business location and
retention, or, in some cases, to fill capital gaps. Industrial
recruitment through revenue bonds was the heart of
most programs. But these suffered from centralized,
inflexible administration and a limited range of
financing tools—primarily debt financing. States focused
most of their attention on chasing a small number of
large projects—the GM Saturn plant, for example—
instead of assisting the much larger number of small,
in-state enterprises who needed help. Typically, the
programs were not focused on well-defined economic
development goals.

As the decade progressed and federal involvement in
economic development declined, states redoubled their
efforts. The focus shifted from centralized industrial
recruitment to promoting homegrown businesses and
entrepreneurs. Development finance programs were now
targeted at particular capital problems, such as inadequate
assistance in small business start-ups or modernization of
viable industries. Recognizing that there are appropriate
forms of capital for each business stage, development
financiers began to explore ways to increase both equity
and debt capital. New sophistication called for
professional management; the general administrators of
the early programs were not up to the tasks of meeting the
new, refined objectives.

6 BUSINESS FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT



Still, state development finance programs were

severely limited; their scale and impact remained small.

Coordination among programs was lacking so that small

businesses were unable to obtain a needed package of

services—for instance, technical assistance or job

training along with capital. Managers recognized the

need to get banks and other private partners involved,

but lenders' fears of liability kept them from providing

both technical assistance and credit. Since states were

providing capital directly, they were immune to normal

market competition; nor were they pressured to perform

as efficiently and equitably as possible. Rarely were

explicit evaluation mechanisms built into the programs.

Nevertheless, development finance programs

gradually improved as they came to focus on in-state

businesses as the cornerstone of states' economies. The

evolution of these programs followed the changes many

states made in their overall approach to economic

development. The limited returns from industrial

recruitment coupled with the internationalization of

the U.S. economy led to alternative approaches attuned

to the needs of emerging businesses. New attempts to

redefine goals and create tools for implementing state

economic development programs may be called the

"Third Wave" approach.2

The Third Wave

The "Third Wave" in state economic development

maintains the focus on homegrown businesses but

suggests new ways to stimulate business. A set of guiding

principles suggests that these programs should have the

following features:

1. Demand driven. Does the program address the real

capital needs of businesses? Firms targeted by the

program must be willing to put their own resources at risk

in a partnership. The businessperson must view the

program as worthwhile enough to risk money, materials

and personnel in it.

Development

finance

programs came

to focus on in-

state businesses

Chapter 1. Introduction 7



2. Leverage resources. Does the program use limited
public funds to draw in significant resources from the
private sector? This serves top private expertise while
ensuring that the scale of the program is sufficient to meet
economic development needs.

3. Competition encouraged. Does the program
encourage the creation or expansion of private institutions
to provide capital and services? Public programs must
relinquish their position as the sole supplier of services
and encourage private sector competition to increase
efficiency.

4. Automatic feedback. Is there a way to evaluate
programs and make appropriate adjustments? Programs
must be responsive to client groups and the public.
Program design must include ways to evaluate and
monitor progress.

5. Market orientation. Does the program strengthen
existing markets or create new ones? A competitive
capital market would have many of the characteristics
above. The state may be able to meet development
objectives by modifying existing markets and capturing
their efficiency. But in some cases the markets may not
exist, and the state must create them. The challenge here
is to encourage competition among capital suppliers.

In applying the "Third Wave" approach to development
finance, states face many options for closing private and
public capital gaps. As a first resort, states should try to
correct market imperfections so that capital flows to
viable small businesses. The state may use its regulatory
authority, promote technical assistance to banks and small
businesses, or create incentives for greater private
lending. These actions may close private capital gaps and
strengthen private markets rather than replacing them with
public finance.

As a second option—especially where the goal is to
increase opportunities in distressed areas—states may
need to become investors working in partnership with
financial intermediaries. The state can play an active role

8 BUSINESS FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT



by creating new lending institutions, or it can be more

passive by supporting existing development financiers. In

either case, the principle of leverage is key: states can use

public investments to stimulate additional private finance

for projects with well-defined social benefits.

Finally, there remains a role for the state as direct

provider of investments in projects with clear public

benefits but no private support. The state role as direct

provider should be viewed as limited, however—to be

filled only when private options are exhausted.

Chapter 1. Introduction 
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Chapter 2. Needs and Opportunities

Development Finance for Rural Areas

While most development finance issues are identical

in both urban and rural areas, rural economic

development problems and credit needs differ. Most

rural communities are small and remote with low

population densities. They have specialized economies,

often tied to agriculture, and a more limited public

infrastructure and service base. They often suffer from

outdated telecommunications, limited educational

facilities and fewer financial institutions. While these

conditions may depress rural economic development in

general, they are especially severe for the start-up and

growth of small businesses. Moreover, rural areas in the

United States still suffer from the 1980s decline in

agriculture and energy-based industries. Traditionally

low-skill, low-wage manufacturing industries face

increasing competition from other countries. All of

these problems suggest the need for innovation that

recognizes the differences between rural and urban

economic development.

The structure of rural banicing markets also changed

with deregulation in the 1980s. While many of these

changes led to expanded choices for rural firms, rural

capital markets still have less competition and less

sophisticated services than urban markets. The number

of banks operating in rural markets may have increased

during the 1980s, but rural firms still have fewer options

than their urban counterparts. Thirty percent of rural

banking markets are still served by only one or two

banks, suggesting that those lenders have greater market

power than their small business borrowers. Rural banks

are also less likely to employ experienced commercial

lenders.3 A small business person whose loan is rejected

must either go to an inexperienced local lender or look

outside the local market, at increased cost. In either case,

the result is likely to be reduced access to credit.

Conditions are

especially

severe for the

start-up and

growth of small

businesses

Chapter 2. Needs and Opportunities 11



As deregulation

continues,

differences

between small'

banks and

affiliates of

larger

institutions

take on greater

significance

The Extent of Capital Caps

Research on capital availability at the state and local
levels has identified market imperfections and access
problems for certain classes of business. Market
imperfections range from racism in lending patterns to
increased information and transaction costs associated
with small business and rural lending. These costs are
expected to increase as deregulation and remedies for
bank failures lead to greater consolidation in the banking
industry. In spite of regulations against redlining, when
commercial banks deliberately restrict lending in certain
low-income, minority neighborhoods, recent studies have
found that racial disparities in lending continue in many

urban markets.4 These practices create capital gaps for
minority individuals and communities, thus reducing their
economic development potential.

As financial deregulation continues, differences in
lending between small independent banks rand affiliates of
larger institutions take on greater significance. There is
evidence that affiliated banks have greater access to
capital through the holding company structure and may
increase fund availability, particularly in rural markets.
At the same time, loan decision-making for large banks
operating in distant markets—for example, urban-based
banks operating rural branches—is increasingly

centralized and local autonomy is reduced. Since
information and transaction costs increase with distance,
loan decisions are often made on the basis of financial
formulas rather than character judgment. This works
against small businesses. Larger affiliate_banks appear to
target their services to the needs of larger, more
sophisticated businesses; moreover, local economic
conditions play a more important role in the lending
policy of large banks. The ease with which funds can be
moved among subsidiaries in response to economic
conditions makes large banks more likely to shift money
away from communities in economic decline, suggesting
greater credit access problems for small businesses.5

12 BUSINESS FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPMENT



Independent banks also face constraints that limit their

ability to capitalize small businesses. Independents tend to

be more risk-averse, placing a larger percentage of their

assets in safe government securities than into riskier

loans.' Thus, a smaller percentage of local deposits are

returned to the community through loans.' While •

independent banks in New England make most of their

loans to relatively small businesses, they are more likely

than affiliated banks to reject small business loan

applications from new firms with no track record!' This

bias against start-up lending may result from inadequate

capacity to evaluate risk.

An important policy and research task is to evaluate

rural capital gaps. While some believe that the

centralization of finance has harmed once-isolated rural

markets, research shows that the increased presence of

affiliated banks has not resulted in an outflow of funds.

Rather, there seems to be a reallocation of capital

between rural areas, with funds flowing from more

slowly to more rapidly growing rural communities.9 This

result is consistent with affiliated banks placing greater

emphasis on local economic conditions in making loans.

It does not bode well for small rural businesses during

an economic downturn.

More recent studies of deregulated rural capital markets

have found no evidence of complete market failure, at

least in regions experiencing growth. Still, there are

concerns about capital access for particular classes of

firms. Small and start-up firms face greater problems, as

do those in emerging or nontraditional industries.

Acquiring long-term and unsecured debt and equity

capital is more difficult for small rural businesses,

particularly those relying on nontraditional collateral?)

These results suggest that high transaction or information

costs coupled with the higher inherent risk in small

business lending may create credit gaps. These problems

may be exacerbated further by declining economic

conditions or bankers' desires to shift toward new

investments, such as securities. Underlying all of these

changes is the inherent instability and risk involved as

firms learn a new market.

There seems to

be a reallocation

of capital

between rural

areas, with

funds flowing

from more

slowly to more

rapidly growing

rural

communities
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An entrepreneur

may lack the

expertise to

formulate a

bankable deal

Capital gaps may result from an insufficient supply of
capital to viable enterprises; much of the research
discussed above has addressed these gaps. However, they
may also result from a lack of effective demand for
credit. An entrepreneur may identify a need for credit but
lack the technical or management expertise to formulate a
bankable deal. While there is demand in this case, it is not
effeCtive demand. To eliminate this kind of gap requires
technical and business assistance for new enterprises
before more capital can be well used. On the other hand,
bankers' limited capacity to evaluate risk may create the
impression that effective demand is lacking. Small or
rural bankers in particular may not recognize viable small
business deals because of limited training and experience.
Technical assistance for bankers may be required to close
this credit gap. A truly effective development finance
program recognizes that capital gaps may result from
deficiencies on either the demand or supply side of the
capital market. The program must be designed to address
them accordingly.

The studies described above provide insights into
credit needs based on analysis of available data, which in
many cases limits the questions addressed and the
conclusions drawn. However, development practitioners
operate under...some generally accepted conclusions about
capital gaps, particularly in rural areas. These are based
on working in the field with small business borrowers and
lenders; many of these conclusions are supported by
available academic research. From practitioners'
experience, greater capital access problems exist for
new, small or expanding businesses, those owned by
minorities and women, and those in the middle-risk
market (defined as standing between low-risk, low-return
bank financing and high-risk, high-return venture capital
investments). Particular types of capital are also scarce:
long-term, fixed-rate loans; venture capital (especially in
rural areas); credit for product and process development;
and, seed capital for small firms. Moreover, many bankers
do not aggressively pursue small business loans, as
evidenced by failure to employ Small Business
Administration and state financing programs and limited
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7

knowledge of alternatiye lenders who could help package

small business deals.

For policy-makers, these findings combined with the

experience of development practitioners create a powerful

argument in favor of public sector involvement. The kind

of research outlined above can be used in considering the

appropriate public sector role to meet economic

development objectives in each state.

Is This the Right Time

for a State Development Finance Program?

Initiating a development finance program today may

seem like a poor idea, given general economic uncertainty

coupled with changing and, in some cases, unstable

financial markets. However, several factors make this a

prime time. First, deregulation of the fmancial industry

led to fundamental changes in the way services are

provided. New technologies (automatic teller machines,

for example), products (money market accounts), providers

(mutual funds), and legislation (interstate banking) have

revolutionized the industry. Much bank management

strategy over the past decade has been in response to these

important changes. The rise of rural affiliated banks

during the 1980s has increased the competitive pressure

on previously insulated independents." Most rural

bankers have had to adapt in order to survive.

Second, the federal government is relinquishing control

over economic development programs. Rural development

provisions in the 1990 Farm Bill call for the establishment

of a five-state pilot program to provide seed capital for

local revolving loan funds. States would be eligible to

administer them, tapping a potential source of federal

monies that can he used to leverage private resources.

Funding for this legislation is not yet assured, but it shows

the new direction of federal programs. States are taking

control of economic development; their tendencies toward

innovation must continue if they are to meet increasing

demands with dwindling public resources.

Several factors

make this a

prime time to

initiate a

development

finance

program
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Tough times

breed tolerance

for alternative

ideas

Third, the crises in the savings and loan and banking
industries create new problems and opportunities. The
problems may arise from regulators' hesitancy to make
changes that enhance risk-taking among financial
institutions. Indeed, regulators may feel pressure to
enforce existing regulations more stringently, taking
flexibility in loan packaging away from local bankers.
These changes may result in reduced credit for small
businesses. On the other hand, proposed banking reforms
create a new opportunity for policymakers concerned with
development finance. Financial modernization—for
example, expansion of banking powers to include
involvement in securities, mutual funds, and insurance—
creates an opportunity to link expanded powers with
requirements for disclosure of development lending
activities. In addition, national interstate banking could
allow states to require bank holding companies to submit
plans for development lending. These reporting
requirements are already being used in some states.

Finally, tough times breed tolerance for alternative
ideas and innovative solutions. In troubled economic
climates, credit needs are likely to increase, particularly
for small businesses, but strictly private options for
meeting those needs may be limited. The demand for
innovative public solutions, including public-private
partnerships, is great. New signs of innovation are already
on the horizon. The state of New Hampshire and the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) recently
proposed a plan to encourage weakened state banks to
find well-capitalized merger partners. The FDIC would
then consider putting additional public capital into the
merged institution. While the impact on the availability of
development capital may be limited—the plan does not
explicitly require development lending—the objective is
to create credit in a state faced with recession. Such
leadership in these critical times may be the key to
addressing the development credit needs in most states.
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Chapter 3. Establishing a State
Development Finance Program

Establishing a State Development Finance Program

Establishing a development finance program involves a

number of important steps. Even those from states with

existing development finance programs may find the

following useful as a way of taking stock of ongoing

activities. Development finance programs are not static.

They should change as economic conditions or economic

development objectives in the state change. Since many

programs are young and experimental, they may need to

be fine-tuned with the knowledge gained through

experience. In many cases, programs were established

with industrial recruitment, not development finance, in

mind. Now it may be time to make the development

objectives of these programs more explicit by tying them

directly to state economic development and emphasizing

the partnerships that are inherent in these activities. In any

case, the steps outlined below provide a framework for

thinking about development finance programs. They

should be useful to both experienced and novice state

policy-makers.

Step #1: Analyzing the State's Capital Market

The analysis of state capital markets must focus on the

institutions that supply capital—commercial banks,

savings banks, credit unions—as well as the businesses

that demand it. On the demand side, the analysis must

look not only at businesses and their credit needs, but also

at the organizations providing technical and management

assistance as a way of increasing the demand among

credit-worthy enterprises. Analyzing state capital markets

is a murky process. In many states it may not be possible

to identify and address a well-defined, quantifiable capital
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Development

finance is just

one piece of the

state's overall

initiative to

stimulate

economic

development

gap. Nevertheless, gathering the best information
available remains a key to gaining consensus for
appropriate development finance programs at a later stage.

From a policy perspective, there are two ways to
conduct the type of analysis recommended here. The first
approach—a broad capital market audit—is
comprehensive. It seeks to identify the type of capital
available from existing institutions in the state; the need
for capital by businesses in different stages of
development, different industrial sectors, and different
settings (e.g., rural or urban); and the fit between supply
and demand. This capital flow study will identify the
patterns of capital availability and sectors facing access
problems. An in-depth audit requires a significant
commitment of state resources since the data must be
collected through surveys of financial institutions,
borrowers and prospective borrowers. It may be necessary
to seek outside consulting assistance from an organization
familiar with the methodology.12

The second approach is more targeted. It may identify a
specific public policy goal—for instance, promoting self-
employment for low-income individuals—and conduct a
study to evaluate the credit needs of this particular group.
Such a focus will lead to consideration of the particular
policies and programs required to fill capital gaps for the
target population. While the statewide impact may be
small in terms of jobs, tax revenues, and economic
growth, the credibility gained from addressing a targeted
credit issue may build a constituency to support broader
development finance initiatives.

Regardless of the approach, several principles must
guide the assessment process:

1. An analysis of state capital markets must fit into a
broader analysis of economic development conditions,
problems, and opportunities in the state. Development
finance is just one piece of the state's overall initiative to
stimulate economic development. Capital needs and
availabilities must be evaluated within this context. For
example, if the state places a high priority on the need to
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improve economic opportunities in depressed rural

communities, then the analysis of state capital markets

should be designed to assess the nature of rural capital

gaps. Addressing these through a development finance

program may increase the potential for rural economic

development.

2. Information gathered during the assessment is an

essential input to the consensus-building process. The

assessment may demonstrate the need for public

intervention to make private capital markets work better.

Identifying and documenting specific capital gaps will

provide the justification for choosing particular

development finance programs and targeting certain groups,

types of businesses, or geographic areas for investment.

For example, in western North Carolina, the Center for

the Improvement of Mountain Living was able to

demonstrate the potential demand for small business loans

by working with local banks to track loan applications and

the reasons for rejection. This information was useful in

convincing bankers of small business demand and

initiating discussions on appropriate interventions.

3. Capital markets are fluid and can be expected to Capital markets

change over time, sometimes dramatically. Any market are fluid

study must recognize the underlying economic conditions

and understand how they affect credit availability. As

mentioned earlier, a study of credit markets in New

England prior to today's economic downturn found some

very specific credit gaps. A development fmance program

based on that analysis would have been targeted very

narrowly. However, circumstances just two years later

suggest that problems within the banking industry have

led to tighter credit and a larger range of businesses facing

credit problems. The capital needs addressed by a

program based on present conditions would likely be less

targeted and more flexible. To keep programs flexible and

market-driven, states may want to establish public forums

for communicating changes in private markets so that

policy can be responsive to changing economic realities.

4. Private financial institutions should be brought into

the assessment process from the beginning. Their
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Cost vs. Avai1abhty of-Capital
;

The most effective.
development finande programs
focus on increasing capital'
availability rather than subsidizing
the cost of capital to borrowers.
In cases where Below-Market '
rates of interest are charged to
.small borrowers' the Overall
impact bn'a fires Operating

costs is limited. To illustrate the
'Point, take -a small manufacturing
firth With annual gross sales of
$637,000. The firm is seeking a
loan Of $20,000. The firni's total
costs are $522,574 and current
'interest expense, ° before the 6

additional limn, is $`35;353.
Interest expenseacdolinti; for 6;4
'Percent of the total

- ".• "

'Consider two differed loan
;

fscenarios.  In the first case, the
business obtains the $20,606
loan for 'seven yearsaea five
percent rate of interest: below-
market rates. In this instance, '
the total interest -"expense Over
the life of the 'ban will be$1,060
or $1;000 annually. This '-

additional expense represents an
increase in the firm's total
interest Coifs Of about three
percent of an increase in total
costs Of 0.2 Percent.

"

• In the second ease, the him.
qualifies for a market tite loan, -
,getting A s20,000 19art, for seven
years at 12 percent interest. In
this Case, the firm's total.intcreit
expense Will increase to $16;860
or $2,400 annually. However,
even with the higher rate of •

interest, the firm's total interest'
icosts increase by only 7 percent
while total costs increase by, only
0.4 Percent, Compared to other
'expenses incurred by the firm,
these additional interest costs are „.
relatively small. For, example,
total labor costs ,represent 29

Pei,tfent of the firm's total costs,
while taxes and insurance .,, -
represent 7 Percent. The below-•
market interest rate represents a ,
cost savings to this small f.infi of
$1,40, or only 0.3 percent of
total costs. At the,sarne,,time, the.

; below-market rate: does not

reflect accurately the true costs
Of bOrroWing, given the higher
risk and transaction costs
involved for this small firm. -

Development finance
: programs should be designed to
- enhance capital availability, not:
just subsidize capitaleosts.

• Cheap credit programs often
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serve firini that could ge,t foariS

fidni other sources, but at higher

Ainterest fates Charging market 1
or'aboVe-marketrates of interest

allocates scarce ,capital respirred,

small.firms.thavare willing ;

and able t pay higher intere.st.-
T rates-in Order to gain access to; :

captt4 By pnciog development'

loans to-reflect the cbit of Capital 7,

10 smaller, ijskferMite:rionseS,....

financial institutions; 'whether-

iraclitipriat banK.,s or'rtreyerop:nlent: -,-

finanee Organizations, are more

likely to coyer the trite :cdsts ofe

lending to

mcludmg the technical assistance
.=

required, 'and make small
business lending sust:ainable in°

°;the iohg 4

cooperation is essential in order to obtain accurate data on

capital availability. Since banks are required under the

federal Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) to assess

community credit needs, one may be able to strike a

deal, exchanging information gathered from a capital

market audit for more detailed inforrnation on bank loan

portfolios and lending policies.

Foreign assistance programs have taught us that simply

transferring technology from one area to another is not

always an effective way to stimulate economic

development. Similarly, development finance programs

cannot be borrowed from another setting with any

guarantee of success. Evaluating local capital markets is

an essential first step in designing programs to meet the

capital and economic development needs in each state.

Step #2: Establishing Program Objectives and Targets

The second step is to determine the program's

objectives and targets. Does the state need a general

development finance program, providing a range of

capital to businesses statewide, or are there persistent

credit needs that must be met through a more targeted

approach, focusing on one type of credit or business? To

address these questions, one must rely on the capital
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Development

finance

objectives will

flow out of the

broader

economic

development

objectives

market assessment and an understanding of the political
climate of the state. For states with a dominant economic
sector, such as agriculture or traditional manufacturing,

the target may be relatively clear. In other cases, a change

in the dominant economic sector may signal the need to

focus development finance on an emerging sector, such as
high technology industries in Massachusetts, California,
and North Carolina in the 1980s.

Ideally, development finance objectives will flow out

of the broader economic development objectives set by
state policy-makers. For example, one broad objective
may be to improve the income and job opportunities for
low-income residents. A related development finance
objective would be to increase the supply of credit and
technical assistance for low-income people interested in
self-employment. Establishing program objectives
should come after considering the capital needs in the
state, so that existing capital gaps are addressed.

However, since one great advantage of these programs
is their ability to achieve economic development

objectives, it is essential that specific objectives be
established from the beginning.

The answer to the targeting question will follow once
again from the assessment of capital needs. It is possible

that local businesses face a wide array of capital

shortages, from inadequate equity or start-up capital to
insufficient long-term debt. An appropriate development
finance program may be to increase the supply of various
capital instruments to a broad group of businesses
throughout the state. On the other hand, if credit markets
work well for most businesses, but very specific credit
gaps exist, a highly targeted program may be most

efficient. Since state funds are limited, it is important that
they be applied to achieve maximum public benefit.
Development finance programs will have greater impact
the better they are targeted to key industrial sectors,

regions, or types of businesses that have growth potential.
Alternatively, programs may be targeted to achieve other
public goals, such as the elimination of racial or gender
discrimination in credit markets.
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The issue of targeting is particularly vital when

considering rural vs. urban capital gaps. An important

policy question is whether rural development fmance

programs are needed or whether more generic programs

can address specific rural needs. The answer will be based

on the nature and severity of rural credit gaps and the

political clout of the rural constituency in a particular

state. Political support for rural development fmance

programs may be lacking in some states, so a generic

program with monies targeted to rural areas would likely

be more acceptable. However, when rural credit needs are

acute, there is the danger that program funds will be

diluted in a broader state program.

Step #3: Determining Key Program Design Features

Development finance programs should include the four

generic features presented below. Designers may add

other parameters as dictated by their own professional or

political experience and the unique circumstances in their

state or community.

1. Programs should be market-driven, meaning that

services are provided in response to demand. In addition,

programs must be flexible so that services can change

with market conditions. For example, Illinois' small ,

business loan program was adapted over time to meet the

credit needs, first of microenterprises, and later of female-

and minority-owned businesses. The number of loans

made through the Illinois program can vary as economic

conditions warrant.

2. Given that capital gaps may arise from either supply-

or demand-side weaknesses, technical assistance to both

bankers and businesses is an essential component of most

programs. Businesses must have access to management

assistance so that capital is used most effectively. At the

same time, bankers, particularly in small rural banks, may

need information and assistance in order to address the

credit needs of particular groups in the market—for

example, firms requiring equity as well as debt financing.

Can generic

programs

address rural

needs?
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The most

effective models

may be private,

non-profit

organizations

or quasi-public

entities

The technical assistance component of these programs

needs to be market-driven as well, provided by

competitive organilations responding to the needs of the

business and banking sectors in the community. If they

are providing a valuable service, clients will be willing to

pay for it and make some effort to obtainit.

3. Programs must be run by professional,

entrepreneurial managers who can respond to changing

credit needs and economic conditions. While development

finance programs have a broader set of goals than

traditional financial institutions concerned with rate of

return, safety and soundness, the ultimate success of the

program depends upon the people who run it. Managers

must maintain the financial integrity and guide the

program toward self-sufficiency—the point where

operating expenses and continued investment can be

covered by program income. At the same time, the

program must be accountable for achieving its public

policy objectives. If the state's role in development

finance is regulation, the creation of incentives, or

investment in existing institutions, programs may be run

effectively as part of existing bureaucracies. However, if

the state is involved in creating new institutions or

providing direct financing, the most effective models

appear to be separate entities guided by economic

development goals—either private, non-profit

organizations or quasi-public entities with their own

independent boards.

4. To ensure accountability, systems for evaluation

and monitoring must be built into each program. The

ability to evaluate programs is linked directly to the

degree of professional management; the evaluation in turn

provides information to help management respond to

changing circumstances. Since development finance

evolves constantly, it is important to evaluate the

effectiveness of alternatives and make appropriate

modifications. However, it is difficult to evaluate a

program without first identifying which criteria are

important to measure and gathering the necessary data. In

development finance, it is not enough merely to evaluate
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financial health such as the rate of return, loan

delinquency and capital reserves. One must also measure

the developmental impact of loans and investments. How

many jobs were created? How many people became self-

employed? How much additional investment was

leveraged? The answers to these questions provide the

basis for evaluating each program as a development

program, not merely as a finance program. The relevant

information for such an evaluation must be identified at

the outset, based on the objectives of the program, and a

mechanism for collecting information and monitoring

performance over time must be established.

Step #4: Evaluating Best Practices

States must be willing to share successes and failures

with others. What makes the most innovative programs

work? A set of models is presented here, each one

capturing the state in a particular role—the state as

regulator or inducer, as investor, and as direct provider of

capital. There are other ways to categorize state

development programs, but these models define

alternative roles the state may assume in development

finance programs. The choice of approach will affect the

program's cost, ease of administration, and complexity.

The models demonstrate varying degrees of state

involvement. At one end of the spectrum, the state plays a

catalytic or regulator role. For example, it may pass

reinvestment legislation tying the deposit of state funds to

a bank's provision of capital to small businesses in low-

income communities. In this role, the state works within

the private market to change the rules of the game and

induce private sector investment that meets economic

development objectives. When this proves insufficient to

promote economic development, the next step is for the

state to assume the role of investor, usually working in

partnership with private institutions or, if needed, creating

new ones. For example, the state could make an

investment in an existing development credit union that

was providing financing to small rural businesses. Finally,
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as lender of last resort the state may provide needed
capital when the return is too low and the risks too high
for private investors. Broader public benefits may be great
enough to justify direct investment by the state. One
example is a state program to provide equity capital to
traditional manufacturing firms that are not expected to
generate the high returns required by venture capitalists.

The programs discussed below represent best practices
in development fmance. But no single model will work
best in all states. These programs reflect the latest
thinking and innovation in development finance. In some
cases, the program is unique to one state; in others, it has
been replicated widely. In all cases, the programs are
attempts by states to address the capital gaps that limit
economic development.
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Chapter 4. The Role of the State
in Development Finance

The State as Regulator or Inducer

The public sector has the unique capacity to catalyze

change among private institutions. Most mechanisms the

state can use to instigate changes fall into two categories:

carrots and sticks. The state &an offer inducements to

private sector institutions to encourage particular types of

development lending—to minority businesses, for

example. Alternatively, the state may wield the stick to

regulate lenders to achieve the same ends. In

development fmance, the use of each mechanism has led

to innovative programs.

Linked deposit programs, a popular way to

encourage development lending, tie the deposit of public

funds in an institution to its policy of lending to meet

critical capital needs, such as low-income or small

business lending. A state invests part of its regular

portfolio in a bank at below-market interest rates. The

bank, in turn, agrees to lend the money at below-market

rates to qualified small business borrowers. But these

programs often do not work well as development

stimulators. Since in most cases the small business

borrower already qualifies for a market-rate loan, the

linked deposit program simply results in an interest

subsidy. Moreover, the state sacrifices revenues on its

deposits, anticipating that the public benefits—increased

tax revenues and employment from business expansion—

will compensate for the loss. The results show mixed

performance depending on the types of loans made and

the targeting of the program. One study of six state-linked

deposit programs found that the states, on average, lost

about $4,000 per loan. Since the programs were not

targeted explicitly to groups with capital access problems,

the economic development benefits were nebulous.°
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Massachusetts'

program does

not merely

subsidize the

costs of capital

Massachusetts takes a much more innovative approach

to linked deposits: the investment of public funds is linked

to community lending performance and Community

Reinvestment Act evaluations. Any in-state bank or thrift

can bid for public deposits and, as a condition of the

award, it is required to allocate 70 percent to specified

kinds of loans, such as small business loans, mortgages

and home improvement loans in low-income communities

or neighborhoods. These categories correspond to

perceived capital gaps among target populations.

Continued eligibility in the program is based on the

bank's performance in increased lending to the targets.

Consequently, Massachusetts' linked deposit program has
a developmental impact; it does not merely subsidize the

costs of capital for bankable businesses.

It also creates competition for public deposits and

rewards banks for contributing to the supply of

development capital. Private institutions are encouraged

to increase their development lending through judicious

investment of public deposits. The cost to the public is the

loss of interest on linked deposits, but it involves no

additional appropriation of money. To the extent that

these linked deposits stimulate further lending in the long

run, the public benefits may be high. But even this

program has an important drawback. Linked deposits

depend upon the availability of state funds for six- or

twelve-month investments. With the state in financial

crisis, the availability of public funds is severely limited.

In 1988, a boom year, the Massachusetts treasurer

placed $90 million in the linked deposit program. But for

the past two years, there has been no money available.
The result is an inconsistent supply of loanable funds at

the very time when demand for funds is likely to be high.

Given the program's limited history, it is also difficult to

evaluate whether the lending performance criteria are

being met. If public deposits are not used to reward banks
that increase their lending to the targets, then this program

has no major advantages.

To help capitalize businesses which lenders view as

higher-risk, states use another popular tool: the loan
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guarantee program. The businesses receiving guaranteed

loans generally fall between the low-risk, low-return

enterprises traditionally served by banks and the high-risk,

high-return firms sought by venture capitalists. With the

guarantee, the lender and the state share the risk that the

enterprise will fail. The state appropriates money that can

be used to secure a certain portion of commercial bank

loans. California's program, for example, guarantees that

the state will repay up to 90 percent of the loan in case of

failure. Loans are initiated by the small business borrower

who approaches the bank directly. The bank decides

whether or not to proceed with the loan, subject to obtaining

a state guarantee. Still at risk for a small percent of the

loan, the bank has an incentive to make a sound decision.

The guarantee should increase credit availability for

higher-risk enterprises that might otherwise be turned away.

To be successful in the long run, the state must be able

to evaluate the potential success of ventures it guarantees

so that funds are not depleted and additional money is

available to support the program. The future of loan

guarantees would be threatened by high loss rates. Once

again, the California Loan Guarantee Program offers a

sound approach. It authorizes guarantees through regional

non-profit intennediaries known as Small Business

Development Corporations (SBDCs). These offer

technical and management assistance to small businesses;

the SBDCs have access to better information about local

lending prospects and are better positioned to evaluate the

risk-return tradeoffs inherent in each loan guarantee.

Loan guarantees can increase commercial capital to

projects that would not have been undertaken otherwise,

but the guarantee shifts much of the burden for loan

evaluation to the public sector since banks are protected

against losses from poor loan decisions. In this sense, loan

guarantees do not take full advantage of bankers'

expertise and indeed may encourage banks to pursue

guarantees for loans with limited potential for both returns

and developmental impact.

An alternative tool that addresses this issue is a risk

pooling or loan insurance program. These typically

The state must

be able to

evaluate the

potential

success of

ventures it

guarantees
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require payment of a one-time fee or loan premium, equal
to a percent of the total loan value, by the borrower and
the bank. The premium is matched by a state contribution.
These combined funds form a loan loss reserve the bank
may use against a portfolio of loans made under the

program. Since the loss reserve covers only a.portion of
the loan amount, there is a strong incentive for the bank to
accurately appraise the risk of each loan and place only
moderately-risky loans into the program. Since the
borrower, bank, and state are partners in the risk pool, the
bank is encouraged to accept loans with more risk than
those in the rest of its portfolio.

The Michigan Capital Access Program (CAP) provides
a successful model of a risk pooling program (see box
beginning on page 31). It increases capital availability to
businesses that are perceived as being too risky for
conventional lending, yet the responsibility for making
and monitoring loans resides with private institutions, not
the state. In keeping with the principles of innovative
development fmance programs, CAP is demand- and
market-driven; it enhances private investment rather than
replacing it with a state program, and provides banks with
the flexibility to meet changing capital needs in thei r markets.

The Massachusetts Capital Resource Company
(MCRC) offers a different approach to increasing private
development lending. MCRC was created in 1978, the
result of a deal struck between the governor and the
state's life insurance industry. The insurance industry
sought repeal of a one percent tax on gross income, while
the governor wanted insurance industry investment in
high technology. In exchange for the tax cut, the industry
agreed to create the $100 minion MCRC which would
make unsecured loans or investments in businesses that
could not get funding from other sources. The legislation
specified criteria for these investments—firm size,
location, and ownership—and made the tax cut contingent
on meeting certain investment and job creation targets.'4

Several factors contribute to MCRC's success. First,
the investment record has been very good. Between 1978
and 1989, MCRC invested over $223 million in 150
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different businesses, resulting in the creation of over
10,000 jobs. Second, MCRC has the flexibility to
structure investments according to business needs,
providing capital in many forms: long-term debt, later
stage venture capital for firms experiencing growth, and
capital for small firms needing less than $1 million. Most
of the investment takes the form of debt made in
conjunction with another lender, with or without equity.°
As a result, MCRC is an important source of risk capital
to both traditional and high technology films. Third,
MCRC provided an example to institutional investors that
higher-risk investments could be profitable. By working
with the insurance industry, the state was able to create a
new institution capitalized with $100 million, achieving a
scale virtually impossible for a strictly public investment
program. Moreover, MCRC is professionally managed
by the life insurance industry, not operated as part of the
state bureaucracy.

One caution is in order. MCRC has achieved success in
targeting medium-sized industries, with more than half the
portfolio companies having less than $10 million in
revenue. Loans range from $500,000 to $5 million. While
the capital needs of these firms in Massachusetts may
have been large, the gaps in other states may be different.
For smaller firms, the MCRC model may not be
appropriate. However, MCRC still represents an
important example of a public-private partnership to
induce high-risk development lending.

Since the banking industry is regulated at both the
federal and state levels, states have an opportunity to
require of banks a greater commitment to development
lending. Over $6 billion in profitable community
development loans would not have been made without the
use of the Community Reinvestment Act and its protest
provision.18 A number of states have accepted the
challenge presented by CRA. A state Community
Reinvestment Act can be used to encourage banks to meet
community credit needs, along the same lines as the
federal legislation. States may strengthen requirements
beyond the federal legislation: the New York CRA
provided for the establishment and disclosure of CRA
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ratings and served as the model for recently adopted

federal disclosure legislation. The importance of

disclosure to encourage development lending should not

be underestimated. Evidence from Atlanta, Detroit, and

Boston suggests that public disclosure of poor community

lending performance was the stick needed to prod banks

to dedicate more funds to low-income mortgages and

other development loans.19

Another regulatory option for states is combining

interstate or branch banking legislation with net new funds

requirements. Maine was the pioneer. An out-of-state

bank acquiring a Maine institution must provide an initial

plan for how it will create net new funds through its

lending and investment policies, and then submit annual

reports on its performance. However, it is possible for a

bank to create net new funds without having much

development impact on the local economy or even while it

excludes lending to certain groups, such as small businesses.

An alternative is to amend these requirements to

specify that net new funds must flow to developmental

lending—small, low-income, or minority business loans.

Minnesota's interstate banking legislation does just that.

Banks seeking access to Minnesota markets must specify

what developmental loans they are now making and their

lending plans for the future. Developmental loans are

defined to include loans for low- and moderate-income

housing, and minority businesses, student education, and

alternative energy. Required annual reports must detail

loans made in areas not covered under the Home

Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA), specifically rural

areas. In essence, Minnesota's legislation has defined

priority credit needs and is directing additional capital

toward them. The state has also committed resources for

technical assistance and other services to these same

target groups, linking development lending with other

economic development programs. Again, the emphasis is

on changing bank behavior by identifying credit gaps and

disclosing banks' performance in filling them.

A final regulatory option available to states is the

creation of entrepreneurial portfolios, which allow

The emphasis is

on identifying

credit gaps and

disclosing

banks'

performance
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banks to engage in higher-risk lending with less concern
for regulation.2° Under this scheme, banks could develop a
small portfolio of loans that they and their examiners
considered high-risk, such as loans to small businesses or
rural enterprises. These would be evaluated separately
from a bank's full portfolio; thus, the bank would be
encouraged to make a limited number of higher-risk loans
without concern that losses would jeopardize the entire
portfolio. The strength of this approach lies in the fact that
the bank bears full responsibility for loan losses and is
more likely to exercise sound financial judgment in
making loans. An important question, however, is whether
this regulatory change will be enough to increase capital
availability to higher-risk businesses without also
increasing the bank's capacity to spread risk, such as
through loan insurance or risk pooling programs.

An equally important question is the impact of the
savings and loan and banking crises on the attitudes of
regulators. Some believe that bank failures have resulted
from excessive risk-taking and poor management. Any
new initiatives that foster even moderate risk-taking may
be difficult to achieve. At the same time, however, the
sweeping bank reforms proposed by the Bush
administration may provide an opportunity to link
increased development lending with expanded banking
powers and restructured regulatory authority. These
reform proposals would allow banks to expand into new
products, such as securities and insurance, and new
markets through nationwide interstate banking.

The State as Investor

If regulatory changes or private inducements fail to
correct flaws in the market, states may have to intervene.
The state can assume the role of investor either actively or
passively. As an active investor, the state creates and
capitalizes new institutions or programs that increase the
supply of development capital. As a passive investor, the
state plays a more supportive role, investing in existing
development finance institutions or non-profit
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organizations with financing programs. Whether a state

investment is active or passive really depends upon how

much capital the state invests relative to other players and

how much control the state exercises over the

intermediary institution and its decisions. The role the

state plays will depend largely on whether intermediaries

already exist, whether the state has confidence in their

capacity to deliver development capital, and whether they

are addressing capital gaps important to state economic

development policy.

The Minnesota Community Reinvestment Fund (CRF),

which began operating in March 1989, demonstrates the

states' abilities to straddle the line between regulatory and

investor roles. CRF increases the availability of

development capital by supporting community

development corporations. These non-profits can fund

ventures that banks would ignore. In most cases, their

capital base is small and at times may be tied up

completely in current investments. Most banks minimize

this problem by selling loans in established secondary

markets, but non-profits cannot. There is no well-

developed secondary market for loans made by these

small agencies. Consequently, their effectiveness is

limited by the liquidity of their capital base.

To address this need, the Community Reinvestment

Fund (CRF) was designed to recapitalize development

agencies by creating a secondary market for their loans.

The fund purchases loans from community development

organizations, then sells community reinvestment

revenue bonds through private placement to investors.

Since its inception, CRF has completed two bond issues,

purchasing 202 loans valued at over $2.1 million from

community development organizations and municipal

governments. Some of the more than $1.5 million

returned to the organizations has already been reinvested.21

In addition to providing some initial capital for CRF,

the state authorized the sale of community development

bonds and defined bank investments in CRF as

developmental loans under the interstate banlcing law.

These changes permitted CRF to attract private capital

The Minnesota
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into the fund. CRF has targeted socially motivated
investors, including some banks, insurance companies and
a church pension fund. Through the secondary market,
CRF hopes to encourage more private investment in areas
experiencing economic decline. To do so, CRF must raise
capital for its credit reserve, a pool of funds used as
additional collateral for the loans it purchases. Although
part of the loan purchase price is contributed to the
reserve, CRF must raise additional money to expand its
bond issues. CRF continues to raise this money from both
public and private sources and is beginning to seek loans
from institutions outside of Minnesota.

An example of states' active investor role is the
creation of Business and Industrial Development
Corporations (BIDC05), private financial institutions
designed to address moderate-risk capital needs. These
finance firms that need access to risk capital but are not
expected to generate the high returns required by most
venture capital companies. BIDCOs have flexibility in the
financing tools available to them, blending debt financing
with equity and near-equity investments.

The Michigan Strategic Fund's BIDCO program
provides a good example of how a state can actively
encourage the formation of these institutions (see box
beginning on page 39). Enabling legislation was necessary
to launch the new program, then the state used the
Strategic Fund to provide an initial capital investment,
matched by private investment. Technical assistance has
been the critical catalyst for establishing several BIDCOs
throughout the state. The first seven BIDCOs are expected
to provide $400 million to Michigan businesses over the
next ten years, significantly leveraging the state's initial
investment of $14.5 million.

The BIDCO concept embodies several important
principles of development finance. The state uses its
resources to leverage additional private lending, ,
increasing the scale of the BIDCO program and thus its
developmental impact. The BIDCO concept is flexible
enough to be applied to a variety of markets and to meet
specific capital needs of small businesses. For example,
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Michigan's BIDCO Program

;In 1986, the Michigan.

legislature Passed"a law ,••
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Development Corporations. With
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Capital,Access Program in that it
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moderate-risk batik debt;

financing and high-return

Venture.•capiiai equity financing.

BIDCOs can close this capital organizing the BIDCO comes '

gap With a Wide range of flexible froth the private sector, With

financing tools. _ , MSF providing information and

assistance to tJe orgamzers as

warrants to acquire stock or a

'royalty onfuttire Sales. The

,BIDCO takes greater risk with

the eicpeCtition of a Moderate °

return as the borrower grows. To

:manage this risk amihelp-

promote. growth;. BIDCOs

provide More teChniCal and

° business development assistance
4 t

10 their &CI-towers than a typical'

bank.would provide:This

partnership between the Bibeo

and the firm ini,which.,it invests is

a key to the long-term success of

-° both:the bUsiness, and-the BIDCO.

The role of the Michigan

Strategic Fund is to help catalyze

the formation of BIDCOs

_ providing technical assistance to

the organizers and making an t

initial equity investment Of up to

$2 million Initiative for

Unlike commercial banks,' needed. Ilowever, the quality of

BIDCOs are regulated to preent ' the llIDC:"Os management team

fraud rather than risk and business plan are scrutinized

COnseq-uentlY, BIDCOs can rise by MSFto protect die initial

a range of financing tools, investment, which is contingent

including subordinated debt upon the BIDCO raising $2 in

combined with some equity private funds for eve_ry

financing—for example, public irivestnient In this way
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•
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Michigan created a Minority BIDCO Program. Minority

BIDCOs have the same institutional structure as the

others, but they are more heavily subsidized by the state

in two ways. Each minority BIDCO can receive up to

$3 million from the state (compared to only $2 million

for other BIDCOs), and the loan must be matched by an

equivalent amount of private capital, including at least

$500,000 from minority individuals. Other BIDCOs

are required to raise $2 in private funds for each $1 in

public capital. Although minority BIDCOs are not

constrained to invest only in minority enterprises or

communities, the state encourages such investment by

agreeing to convert the initial state loan to a grant if the

BIDCO achieves certain standards—for example, job

creation or sales growth, or investment in minority firms

in distressed areas. The first minority BIDCO became

operational in 1990 and has made investments in two

minority-owned companies.

The Rural BIDCO Program represents another

innovation. Recognizing the constraints rural areas may

face in setting up a BIDCO—for instance, the need for a

larger geographic market to ensure deal flow, the small

size of most deals, economic distress in many rural

counties—the Rural BIDCO Program has the same

subsidy elements as the Minority BIDCO Program. With

a rural BIDCO, conversion of the state's loan to a grant

can occur gradually as jobs are created and sales increase

in rural areas. Greater credit is given for job creation in

the most distressed rural areas to encourage targeted

financing to areas most in need.

Revolving loan funds (RLFs) allow the state to play

the role of active or passive investor. RLFs can meet

capital needs that are too small or risky for banks to

meet—the returns are not high enough to compensate for

the added cost or risk. RLFs are willing to provide

capital to these small firms because of the expectation

that social or economic development benefits will result

from the investment.

These funds are said to be "revolving" because loans

repaid to the fund provide the capital for additional loans
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in the future. RLFs must be managed professionally to
ensure that repayment occurs and the fund is sustainable
without subsidy. The state's role in an RLF program can
be twofold. First, the state may be involved in establishing
revolving loan funds, using either state or federal money
to capitalize it. A good example is the North Carolina
Micnoenterprise Fund (NCMF). Second, the state may
invest in an existing loan fund, perhaps one established
by a private, non-profit community-based organization
or a quasi-public agency. Maine's Coastal Enterprises
Inc.'s day care RLF (discussed below) provides an
example of the latter. In the first case, the state is actively
involved in establishing the organizational structure of
the Fund, setting its objectives and determining how the
fund will be targeted to achieve them. In the second case,
the state invests in an existing fund that best reflects its
own set of economic development objectives or is
targeted to particular populations such as minority or
low-income communities.

The North Carolina Microenterprise Fund began as a
demonstration project in 1989, following a state-funded
analysis of capital markets. Its founders wanted to
determine the demand for commercial loans under
$20,000, and the role of microenterprises in economic
development. They designed NCMF to work through
established technical assistance providers, who would
identify borrowers, provide technical assistance, and make
loan decisions. Loan servicing is handled by Self-Help
Credit Union, a statewide development bank. The NCMF
model combines local decision-making with centralized
loan servicing and administration in an attempt to make
small lending cost-effective.

To undertake this demonstration, foundations pledged
$300,000 with another $500,000 coming from the state.
A monitoring and evaluation system ensures that the
results of the program can be used to guide future
development finance policy. NCMF uses two lending
models: group and individual. Under the group lending
model, individuals organize borrowing groups to decide
who should receive the first loan, to provide mutual
support and assistance, and to enforce repayment of the
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loans. Other members can receive loans only when the

initial borrower establishes a successful repayment

record. Loans vary in size, growing from $2,500 to as

much as $8,000 as a successful track record is built.

Loans are unsecured, one-year-term, at market rates of

interest. For the first nine months of the program, 16

groups representing 80 businesses received 36 loans

totalling $79,000.

The individual lending model is more traditional,

making loans to individual microenterprises. The

innovation occurs through the use of volunteer loan

committees who operate at local sites throughout the state.

These committees include local bankers, accountants,

development officials and others who can consider a

borrower's character in making a loan decision. The

maximum loan size is $20,000; actual loans have ranged

from $3,750 to $20,000. For the first ten months of the

program, 14 businesses received loans totalling $201,430.

The goal of both models is to use small amounts of

capital to encourage microenterprises, particularly in

rural communities. Banks have supported the program as

an experiment in growing borrowers. Indeed, one

objective of both models is to graduate borrowers from

NCMF to more traditional lenders. The state has played

a very active role in NCMF, setting objectives and

investing in the fund along with the private sector. The

role of the initial capital market study was critical in the

success of this young program. The study identified

potential credit needs among a target population and

catalyzed state action.

Coastal Enterprises Inc.'s day care Revolving Loan

Fund demonstrates another role for the state: supporting

an existing RLF. Coastal Enterprises Inc. (CEI), a non-

profit organization serving low-income people in coastal

Maine communities, was actively involved in providing

technical assistance to day care facilities, both family

providers and centers. CEI's goals are to create jobs for

low-income people and increase the supply of day care

slots in the region, particularly for low-income children.

One key constraint was the availability of capital.

One objective is

to graduate

borrowers to

more traditional

lenders
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CEI was able to get $230,000 from the Maine
Department of Human Services to match a Ford
Foundation grant conditioned on state support. Additional
federal and foundation support enabled CEI to create a
$1.4 million RLF for its day care clients. It is important to
note that the conditional Ford grant served as the key
catalyst, for without the state funding, much of the
remaining capital from out-of-state sources may not have
been available.

Since the state appropriation in Spring 1988, the RLF
has supported 45 enterprises, with loans ranging from
$1,500 to $150,000. A total of 1,400 new day care slots
have been created with one-third allocated to low-income
children. All of the enterprises also received CEI's
technical assistance, a necessary ingredient to the success
of the projects.

This model shows how the state can support an on-
going effort to help a particular target group, in this case
low-income individuals. State funds were used to leverage
federal and foundation resources, along with about $3
million in private bank fmancing. The key component of
the project, however, was CEI's understanding of the
local day care industry and its credit and technical
assistance needs. This model requires an entrepreneurial
financial intermediary, a role better left to a local
organization like CEI rather than the state.

An analysis of RLF performance across the country
suggests the important role it can play in meeting the
capital needs of firms with significant capital access
problems, particularly small firms, start-ups, minority-
and female-owned enterprises." RLFs are more likely to
succeed if they:

1. Develop targeted strategies for lending based on a
thorough understanding of capital needs.

2. Pursue higher-risk ventures that are less likely to
receive conventional financing, so that the RLF increases
capital availability rather than simply substituting for
private financing.
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3. Aggressively manage this higher-risk portfolio by

monitoring problem loans and providing assistance to

business owners to avoid loan defaults.

These principles help to move the RLF model closer to

the Third Wave approach to development finance. As the

two programs described above demonstrate, the state role

is to invest in financially sound RLFs that support the

state's economic development objectives, or to create new

institutions that can achieve the same purpose.

Since states do not have a monopoly on innovation in

development finance, existing private development

finance institutions should be viewed as vehicles for state

investment. Development banks, development credit

unions and community development loan funds are three

vehicles to promote economic development by addressing

the capital and technical assistance needs of firms and

individuals who are not served by traditional finance.

Unlike other private investors, development finance

organizations consider both private and social returns in

making investment decisions. They provide patient

capital: they are willing to forego high returns in favor of

achieving some long-term developmental impact in the

community or state. In this sense, development financiers

differ significantly from traditional lenders and must be

evaluated differently.

Several good examples of these institutions exist. Self-

Help Credit Union in North Carolina (see box beginning

on page 46) is an example of a successful, statewide

institution with a particular focus on low-income and

minority individuals. Southern Development Bancorp in

Arkansas is a development bank focused on meeting the

credit needs of low-income individuals in rural counties

(see box beginning on page 48).

These institutions suggest the important role the private

sector has to play in development finance, but where does

the state fit in? The state here is a passive investor.

Through an initial investment in a loan fund or deposits in

a development bank or credit union, the state can provide

the capital required to leverage private investments. The
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The Center:for Self-Help was

established in1980.ro assist
disadvantaged people in NOM
Carolina:particularly women, .

' and minorities, by creating ".
economic- opportunities and
social Justice : Four years of
providing advice and counsel led
the Center to create the Self-
Help: Credit Union and Self-Help
Ventures Fund; thus expanding

the Center's role to that of

-capital provider. Self-Help
became the country's first
:statewide, private development
finance institution and "North,
Carolina's only 'statewide group „
providing technical assistance
and, financing :to create jobs and
hotising forlaw:Income people."24

:Self-Help Credit,Urrion ;
(SHCU) isa federallY insured; ,
regulated financial institution
that has grown from $77 in

. initial :assets to over $25 Million
by 1990 sticp,cri receive
deposits from individuals and :
institutions; many of Whom are :
willing to accept lower-than:
market interest rates so that •
SHCp can engage in higher-risk

`lending Since credit unions in -
Mirth Carolinalfave authority to •.
make commercial loans, SHCU

, has focused on making loariS tb :
its target ivpulations--female=
and minority-owned businesses,
particularly in rural areas.:

Self-Help VerinireS„Frind
(SI-IVF)As a non-profit revolving
loan fund that provides both debt
and equity financing, with a

focus on, small, employee-owned
,bUsinesseS in North Carolina As
a non-profit enterprise, SHVF.
receives tax-exempt •
contributions from individual's,.
religious organizations,

foundations and corporations. -
Contributions are uiedlo Support
the Operation of the Fund,
subsidize its technical assistance
and make loans By 1990, SHVF.
had Millionin capital. SHVF.

Makes loans or investments Of up
to $85,000 ,at!id will collaborate
to gain additional capital as
needed. generally, SHVF

,lextends long---tertn;, secured debt
° working With clients to insure an
appropriate repayment schedide.
Equity and near-equity
investments can also be made
under special:circumstaoces,
with repayment within five years;

The-Credit Union and the '
VentUres Fund form the basis a
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'thee Self-Help Development - • ,ori econotnic•deV,elopnient. A ,

Bank Together, these institutions recent demonstration Of Self-, •

"liayg made over $13 million in_ - Help's success was the

housing and commercial loans, appropriation by:dye:Geperal

', with over one-third of themgoing • --Assembly of $6 -million in 

7 to commercial enterPriseOn ; Capital IfOr,a comprehensive: rural

1988 Self-Help received a:$2 -financing program administered

million appropriation from the:. dlf,-Help, and Oqie.r locally -

CTener41:Asseinbly to support its controlled economic

loanprogram.Iiplike Conventional', development, organizations:

financial institutions, Self-Help is

able tO attract outside financial,

s'up' port; partieularly from- -•
foundations, to cover the cOStg,

„ Of additional "technical assistance ", state has helped to increase•the

for its borrowers It is able to sUpPIY of development finance

make jOaris, that are Smaller or to groups and regions lacking y

- higher -risk than a typical bank - access to capital . in

" would make, lbecause of the extra' turn; has worked hard to meet
e

time it invests irtcounseling, , its economic development and: ,

borrowers both before and after" - social justice Objectives while .•

niaking a loan: - • —sustaining two profeSsibnallY,

° - inanaged financing amis.

Self-Help works closely with through prudent development
,

• 
Recognizing Self-Help,- s

importance as a fdrce fOr

economic development, the

• other,developthent Organilatioris lending °and successful •

in the state'. It originates and - marketing of its: programs to° -

—services loans made by local fdundations, individuals and
j

' --organizations under the • . public sector investors

Carolina Microenteipri se Fund

described in the text: It also,

pnivides'techniCal and financial

'assistance to non-profit - • •

organizations in the :process Of -

, est4blishifig:cornmunity-based:

- • revolving loan funds. These

4ctivitiees, coupled with its

advocacy before the legisia,ttire

and administration, increase °

Selfaelp's-statewide impact

"
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Southern Development Bancorporation'
-

Southern DevelOpinent.

Bancorporation (SDB), is a bank ;

* holding company established in ,
1986 to promote new economic

development initiatives in - •
:,.several rural Arkansas counties

°SDB has three subsidiaries:.a

commercial bank for-profit„

Teal estate'development

'comPaO, anda rion-profit

':corporation:SAB",ii$ a

development bank patterned

After Shorebank_Cort5oration,
holding company that has •
successfully encouraged -

reinvestment in "a low-income

Chicago neighborhOoilfor,tho. °

Past fonfteeti years:

. As a development bank,
' SDB's objective is to create providing both Capital and

economic opportunities for information to low-income rural
income rural Arkansans In . residents in the target
order to meet its objective While COrinntrnitieS. AE0Operates:Witir
establishing an immediate = ; programs designed to address the
presence in- the community, range of capital and information.
SDB purchased a local bank ° needs of small businesses And ,

- which provided conventional, : entrepreneurs. A venture capital
services but had limited ' company, Operated as a..Sniall-

:Capacity in development Business Investment '•
lending.',SDR introduced a CorpOration, can provide needed -
Development Loan Officer with equity capital to small businesses
specific responsibilities for in the start-gp and expansion -
making local economic phases. The Good Faith,Eund is
development loans'. With a loan a revolving loan fund that =

a

officer trained to consider

economic develOpment, "

impacts, along with rjsk"and

rates ofritinn,the.bank's ,
capacity toaet-as a 400(TM:ern,
lendinginstitutionincreased.,

Thg§,lhis, is an instance in
° which sound principles of

development finance appear to,

begservetPat least in part through
the offices ofa•conventional
lending institution that was
already in place.

. ,

• The other priniary outlet for

the deV'elopment lending ,

activities Of SDBIs the not-tdr;

profit subsidiary, Arkansas
Enterprise -Group (AEG). AEG
was established as a vehicle for,
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4?- - t: • -4; ;

prOvides:versinall,:shoft-ternr,:'.. has been •

unsecured Mans to residents, raised With:$3:ritillion in

following the peer group lending „: grants and nerinpent CaPitalA•':

l'inodet*suceessfally implemented support AEG-!s Orogrammatic,.
in other countnes,-, such as activities 1; '-

Bangladesh. The peer borrowing # -

groups are assisted by eight loan 4  ITlie2katC;s'solefid"tlie 'creation

representatives working irt-the has been to provide the

'field Loans ire Made to ;' :political support needed to gain-

i.encourage :self-employment or o capital commitments from other

.,.faugment income from other ''ArkanSans:The',CiOlteri,i0i was an

,soutbes.*TheSeed Capital Pund, early and, active supporter of

is, focused on Making Small lOaps! Spp, providing political

to entrepreneurs Who are in. the, aCteptabilitylo7the development &

product or marketing ; „. finance chriceptrihArkan§n.'Jn

development stage Finally addition:to,this -supportive role

technical inistaricdui businesses' the state also aTanive

serVed by-i!itG'S financing inns investment role through a quasi-

is provided by AEGManufacthring public, agency, the 'Arkansas

SerVites, Which provides Capital CorpOtatipa4C,COnacle

manufacturing, marketing, and a4306,009 investment in SDB,'

management services to small 'common stock=--atiimportatit

businesses fees, are charged hi `'„deP:artitfe frOmIfs. history of: e

Otte? to increase business accent fixed:asset investments to

to the technical and management -" support industry locations

skills needed for successful °. Beyond this Involvement,, r 4

business de‘i.elopmeia hoWeyer, the state has not a

played ahActivs role, although

• lsAnCh Of the initial impetus- there has been :joint- participation

• fOr, the 'creation of SOB came ' 4 On individual business deals! -

from the Winthrop Rockefeller: For examples ; a stale economic

Foundation whichamade:ana development ageney:'prOVideda:

:initialeaPitalequity investment -: grant to an Organic vegetable

*pf, followed by a long- demonstration firm that SDB

'ten* loan at help:y-ilaike:!t cost was finanbing! The Arkansas 4

• Other foundations and tapitTallqiktation add $,DEV,

have committed both equity and, have both involved in,

• Jorig4e:rin" than funds to. het, - supporting a few manufacturing:

SDEi.Jo date, .$6.5 enteil-)rises.
, " 1 i 2.•
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' Although the state has not

-played a major role in SDB's

activities in recent years, this

:case does Suggest the importance -
of state political support for

; private development finance

ifistitutioni. The Governoi't
, enthusiastic endorsement

provided the impetus and opened
doors to potential investors Who
inade capitalization possible.

This case shows that state

support need notbe,rOstriCted to
Capital' investments. In states
where capital may be limited,
policy-makers should "actively
explore other means Of .

Supporting Private sector
initiatives that help the State ”
reach its economic development
goals, following theJead of
Arkansas, and' the Southern
Development BaricoiPoratioh.

+1.

I
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state can also assist these institutions without investing

money, by creating tax credits and other incentives for

private investors to place their funds in development

finance institutions. Finally, the state can recognize the

economic development impact of these institutions and

more effectively use them as vehicles for achieving state

policy. By supporting these organizations with grants for

operating funds or through deposits, the state can spend its

scarce resources directly on economic development rather

than creating redundant, ineffective new programs.

The State as Direct Provider

There may be circumstances when the state is unable to

move capital to target groups, either by correcting market

failure or investing in development finance institutions.

Moreover, under some economic conditions, such as those

currently faced by many New England banks, the state

may not be able to induce more private lending. In these

instances, the state must assume the role of direct provider

to ensure that a lack of credit does not constrain economic

development. While this is a less desirable role for the

state—in some ways a regression to past practices—it

may be necessary to meet the capital needs of high-

priority groups or regions.

Massachusetts has one of the oldest state agencies

involved in direct lending, the Community Development

Finance Corporation (CDFC). CDFC provides flexible

financing by working through the state's network of

private community development corporations (CDCs).

Funds are channeled to businesses with job creation

potential to ensure that public benefits occur. The

program addresses capital gaps by concentrating on firms

that have been unable to obtain private financing. CDFC

has the flexibility to make both debt and equity

investments, with the local CDC providing financial as

well as technical assistance to the business. Although the

size of investment typically made by CDFC is small by

venture capital standards ($75,000 to $300,000), it is quite

large in relation to the needs of many small businesses
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and start-up ventures. As a result, CDFC is not effective
in meeting the credit needs of microenterprises requiring
less than $20,000 in capital, including many businesses in
rural western Massachusetts.

CDFC had trouble managing its initial portfolio (see
box beginning on page 53). Moreover, the local community
development corporations' limited experience with small
business finance—until then, CDCs had been involved in
housing and real estate development—hindered CDFC's
performance. In recent years, however, CDFC management
has evolved to address some of these problems, and the
more recent lending experience has improved. Still,
CDFC continues to face some of the problems of the first
development finance institutions because of its strong ties
to the state bureaucracy and the difficulties local CDCs
have encountered in venture development.

Another example of a direct lending program appears
in Illinois to provide subordinated debt financing to
small businesses. The state provides up to 25 percent of
the backing for a small business, working with a private
financial institution to obtain the rest. State funds act
like a second mortgage for the borrower and increase the
chances of private financing. To ensure public benefits,
state funds are used only to help firms locate or remain
in the state, thus creating or maintaining jobs. The
program is administered by the Illinois Bureau of Small
Business and received annual appropriations from the
legislature (fiscal years 1986 through 1990) totalling

almost $37 million. These funds were used initially to
make direct term loans, from three to twenty years, to
businesses with fewer than 500 employees. State loans,
made in partnership with banks and savings banks,
have leveraged private capital by a 3:1 ratio over the life
of the program.

The statute creating this program was flexible enough
to permit changes based on newly identified credit needs.
In 1986, soon after the program was initiated,
administrators observed that the credit needs of
microenterprises were not adequately served under
existing guidelines. As a result, they created a new
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•••

••• 1.!

ommumty Developrnefit Finance Corporatton
r. 7

• the jv.14*chtieqs'
,Community Development

,fna:t10 Cow/oration (cp:Pc) i's „,-,

• ottepf,the oldest state agencies

involved in direct. lending,

programs. OFCais state-J

a owned corporation providing „ .„:

;flexible financing for husinesseq

and real estate development ;

e projects With clear public

• 

 ; 4 •F
benefits. The program works',

With the existingof

private, non-Profit donimunitY,

; development corporations ,

(c-i3Cs) Operating in

t at' a
•

3.- 4

!creation or retention of over

2,7(X) jobs maid state.

"
Two ofCDFC's programg

locus specifically on

The Venture Capital ;

Program proVidesAebtand

equity financing to small g • 21

businesses that will create, 0. 4

employment and for which no' .

private funds are available.. The '

business Oppbrtimities must he,;

located in CDC target area and

have the support Of the local • ."

CDC. While direct investment •••

Massachusetts, Since its initial :Jan* from 1160,000-0

capitalization inC.Pt-C. •
 

g5Q,600';'CDF.t.tyPicallY

has received t15: fr9M, 7.„ with local404141 institutions;

the State. In 1990, its invpstjnenti, to provide addijionalfiinds.'iy

totalled Over ; equity taken by „
.CDFC is operated as a quasi-a is'iinconjung.tionxith the local

public agency, SQ it does not c13-Fg canTprOvide.up to ,

receive an annual state r 3-• one-third of g, .

=•  financm.g:
• • - Th6Small Loan e

t Program .
p.zrifirels. instead, it de- ppitnindesifits; 7:194ucitanasinee,

• on inc,Orheifitim:itsinyes credit opportunities

fund ti id -an s ac ss o ts e o !..;-.16r itaft-ups:or-y

t Gyfecan provide a 1,datti
_ -

diking .7 -
state kémncie._  

,agam 
CDFC-.a.c., 

guarantee,','Unitiert*epittlic:pr! 4

tqi•triershits to Make ;in:Vestment., through lotal CDC, Of

~~~ hat yield substantial " percent or to $25_,000 bfan!.
• . aPPioyect bank loan to fbenefitsl particiiilatly'2„

employment. Its investments huSineSs:Ae.giiar- kntee serves

• haVel3eentinade in about additional collateral for the;

• i „small businesses, han)s, deal bankable:
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"

CDFC:s current record does advisors to assist them. CDFC 's
not reflect its initial difficulty in = experience highlights the
making sound investments. ° importance'that'management
CDFC lost $4 million of first plays in the success of a, ;
$6 million it inVested. Loss- rates, development financeprograrn ,
faits first four years ranged and the critical role of technical
frOrnAgtri 85 perCent One assistance in helping businesses
problem faced hybothCDFC and the program itself achieve "

- and thelocal.CDCs was the lack their objectives.
• of management capacity to 'make

and monitor sound investments CDFC's'recent experience „
devoid Of political inflirence§. : reflects the "success of the new

' Without oversight like that found approach to development lending.
in private yenture,camal Loss rates during 1984, the first =
companies, CDFC had less , year under new management,
control over its portfolio and, declined to about 6 percent,
consequently, &poor track record although loses are expected to

- in creating viable enterprises and be 10 to 11 percent in the future.,25
• jobs. CDFC and the local Cpcs 'These rates are in line with those
had neither the 'skills nor the, experieneec1byotherdevelopment

,finance programs. As noted in

the text, loss ratestor development

- finance programs should be '

higher than commercial bank'
- Performance in_the Oast few- " logs rates if :the development
years has improVed, primarily finance program is achieving its
because of :a change in „ ' objective of serving higher-risk,„
management and the recognition smallbusiness borrowers. CDFC's
that, entrepreneurs need more

than capital to succeed.,Partof

CDFC's turnaround can be
. credited to developing working

relationships with bankers', thus

increasing public-private ."

.parniersliip:investifients in small

husinesses. Inaddition, the new

president-was,aggressive in

requiring technical assistance for small businesses and •CDCs to
business clients, -using trained insure successful inVestmerit.

commitment to Offer sound ;

technical assistance during the:

programr's early years.

experience, however, suggests

the importance of controlling

those losses by designing a direct

lending program that closely

parallels successful private '

institutions. This structure

requires active involvement by

the state agency in managing its

investments and woricingvith -

•
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program in which a certain portion of the loan funds were

set aside to finance firms requiring less than $100,000.

Later, in 1988, adaptations resulted in financing

businesses owned by minorities and women.

Over the past five years, the program has made 198

loans: 78 (totalling $31 million) to small businesses, 71

($4.4 million) to microenterprises, and 49 ($1.7 million)

to minority and female entrepreneurs. To help make this

program sustainable, even without additional state

appropriations, loan repayments were used to create a

revolving loan fund of over $15 million. The last state

appropriation was made in FY 1990; in early 1991, the

RLF offered its first loan.

The Illinois program shows how state funds can be

loaned directly to meet specific credit needs while

leveraging additional private capital. Leveraging is

important since it helps to address the problem of

scale associated with most state loan programs. In

addition, the program demonstrates how flexibility in

program design can help meet credit needs as they

become priority objectives for state policy. Finally,

combining a state direct loan program with a revolving

loan fund helps to ensure some measure of sustainability

and serves as a buffer against changes in fiscal or

political circumstances.

Another example of a state direct financing program

is the Massachusetts Technology Development

Corporation (MTDC). MTDC was created in 1978 to

address the capital gap for expanding, early-stage

technology companies. These were not targets for private

venture firms because they were too small, needing less

than $1 million in equity, and in the earliest stages of

commercializing their products. MTDC makes equity

investments of up to $1 million in high technology start-

up companies. MTDC does not finance product

development, as do some technology centers, but rather

invests in firms seeking to expand operations to

commercial scale. Since most venture capitalists have

ignored these early-stage firms, MTDC is complementing

rather than substituting for private funds.
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MTDC received federal grants of $3 million to begin

operations, followed by state appropriations of $4.2

million from 1981 to 1989. Recently, the capital base

has been augmented by gains from MTDC investments

and now stands at almost $13 million. Best of all, MTDC

has become self-sufficient: it has received no state or

federal grants since 1988. Through 1989, MTDC has

invested $14.7 million in 50 Massachusetts companies

and has exited from 24 of these initial investments,

either through acquisition of the firms, buy-back of stock,

or private offerings.

One criticism of any state direct investment program is

its limited scale of impact. MTDC's almost $15 million in

equity investments pales in comparison to private venture

capital investments of billions nationally during the

1980s. However, private venture firms are not meeting the

needs of the businesses MTDC has chosen to address.

Significantly, MTDC's investment leveraged $68 million

in private funds at the time of their initial investment.

Subsequently, MTDC firms have gone on to raise another

$155 million in capital. At the end of 1989, the 41 active

companies in which MTDC had invested employed over

4,400 people.26

These figures suggest that MTDC has been successful

in meeting its economic development objectives: to

create employment in technology-based industries; to

leverage private investment; and to encourage

entrepreneurship, leading to long-term economic

development in Massachusetts. This last objective has

been addressed directly by MTDC's Management-

Assistance Program (MAP). Under MAP, MTDC staff

help entrepreneurs even when MTDC does not make a

direct capital investment, by developing business

plans, identifying feasible ways of raising capital, and
helping to locate funding. MAP helps reduce the

transaction costs to private investors who may then be

induced to invest.
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Technical Assistance—

A Guiding Principle for Development Finance

While many characteristics distinguish development

finance from more traditional lending programs, technical

assistance to small business borrowers must be viewed

as one of the guiding principles of development finance.

Most development finance programs focus on weaknesses

in both the demand and supply sides of local capital

markets. By definition, development finance aims to

increase capital availability for entrepreneurs who do not

have access to private capital markets, for many of the

reasons discussed earlier. In most cases, however, helping

business clients prepare business plans, put together

adequate financial statements, and think through their

financing needs facilitates their access to capital, either

from a private lender or a public program. The future

success of that entrepreneur depends to a great extent on

maintaining a relationship with the technical assistance

provider so that small problems are handled quickly and

do not become insurmountable obstacles.

Many of the best practices described earlier include a

well-defined technical assistance component along with

the provision of capital. Indeed, one important criticism of

states' direct lending programs has been the lack of

technical assistance and follow-up with borrowers to help

ensure the success of their businesses. The private sector

models presented—North Carolina's Microenterprise

Fund, CEI's day care RLF, Self-Help Credit Union, and

Southern Development Bancorp—link technical

assistance with financing to meet development objectives.

The experience of these programs demonstrates the

success of this linkage.

Some states clearly recognize the importance of

technical assistance in development finance programs.

One is Michigan's Northern Economic Initiatives

Center (NEIC), which serves entrepreneurs and small

businesses in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. NEIC's

programs include technical assistance through a Small

Business Development Center, evaluation of a firm's
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current technology, loans for modernization, and product
promotion and distribution. The center is located at
Northern Michigan University and can draw on university
faculty as needed. NEIC relies primarily on state funding,
using private funds to support particular research or

application projects (see box on page 59).

The Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
within NEIC is part of a network of centers operated in •
most states. SBDCs are sponsored by the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA) and link private, public,
and university resources. SBDCs provide business
management assistance to those who cannot afford to
purchase these services from the private sector. While
SBDCs do not provide direct financing to entrepreneurs,
they offer a wide range of business services, such as
accounting, marketing and financial planning. They work
to improve planning and management, hopefully making
bank financing more likely. In addition, they may help
identify less traditional sources of financing—venture
capital or quasi-public sources of capital—once a business
plan is developed.

There may be problems with the SBDC concept
applied to state development finance. Often located at
universities, SBDCs may be isolated from the
entrepreneurs who really need their services. In some
states, local community development organizations, such
as CE! in Maine, serve as SBDCs, connecting business
assistance and sources of financing directly with small
business clients. Such modifications in the SBDC concept
can improve its effectiveness.

Another problem may arise when SBDC performance
is evaluated on criteria unrelated to economic
development objectives. For example, an SBDC may be
judged by the number of clients served or business plans
developed, rather than the number of successful business
deals completed or jobs created in a target area. If the
center is perfonning to meet some numerical criteria
established by the Small Business Administration, without
consideration of the state's development finance
objectives, it may not provide the type of business
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Northern Economic Initiativestenter

The Northern Economic assessing alternative Marketing

Initiatives Center (NEIC) was J'approaches, and even test ,

established by Northern marketing These services are

Michigan University in 1.,985. Its !Available kir a range Of business
mission is to improve the enteriwises', with particular

competitive position of small ;_t :emphasis on developing cattage"-

firms in Michigan's Upper industries ._the promotion of

Periinsulalhroirgh a,combinatiOn these is one

of training, information, Of NEJC'S hnique features:

counseling and encOuragemerd. !: • 

The center center receives state funding Through Industry Services, ,

supplemented With?Private funds Noe- creates networks of firms'

to support specific programs. ; in regional industries such

Funding for NEICfias rgrOwn 7' ' 1"maple syrup, frOien TOods'Ahd

from about $300,000 in 1985 to °secondary wood; processing.

over $666,000 in 0.90, With thei6netikorkslielp build' 7
much of the increase coming supply, service, Ihnovation-,

frOA local private sources 27 - Market, and mariagenient

„relationships for,participating

NEIC has five primary ; firmg. ThenetWork relationship

coMponents. The Small help smaIlr enterprises deal t

Business Development Center with critically important issues

(sp, Dc): is NEJC's,priniary of insurance, pt!.rchaspg,',
source of new business cOnticts trans'portation, and employee

SBDC staff provide both shori,-, ;-trairring, where A business small
r

and tong-term counseling to size Can be an impediment

small bilsines, clients and ofkr.
businesS.development seminars NEIC's research aim, the

throughout the region. Counseling ,7NortherniDataillesenrch;.

hours have increased from 360 Institute (NDRI), provides°

in V98640 3000 in 1990 information to privateand;public

-.Market Services offers

assistance in analyzing the

potential of new products,

sector- decision-Makers who may

7,be considering investments'

, 'within the region. NDRI

r provides general economic
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information about northern 'their assistance efforts. In

Michigan, as well as Mori additiOn,the parmershiP with
detailed market research to ,Nortlieni pilichigan University
siiPport"NEIC's Other Acti4ities'. helpsto establish the role of =

higher education in rural
The :flnar component is Field economiC development, enhancing

Services . AICStaffassist both 1-state resource Availability to: e.
small and large firms :in auditing address key rural development
ctrirenfproduction practices " ciSsires. While WEIt's scale •,

through on-sfte misits, and follow- constrainsIts ,oyerall economic
up:consultation. The objective is development impact, its 'regibnal
to recommend changes that will - focus means that resources are
reduce Costs and maintain, concentrated among a relatively
coinpetitiveriess: 'Small nuniber Of pOtentiai.

'NEIC also adininisters

grouRloan fpndoYeragingeight
loans of $5,000 Per year tol•

,?. small firms in theFregion. An

°Upper Peninsula Venture

CapitaiNefWork'triatClies

-- entrepreneurs with informal

venture capital investors. The

Network' se yes an important

function in filling capital gaps in

therregion since itiostStartAlp

• enterprises woul4not be aware

of these potentialinveStorK '

NEIc's programs are unique

becausettheygo beyond

traditional technical assistance to

inefude:PrOdUct and niarkee,

develoginent, technology transfer

and potentiai:Sources of debt and

vanturesapital. Since:mostof

NtIC's staff have previously -

°wiled srnalPbusmesses, they

3. bring professionalexperienCe to

„enterprises. MOreover, Nmq..„
Staff can specialize in particular

industries'.commonto the region,„
rather than becoming fluent in a
rwidebut less focused range a

industry problems and.„ _
opportunities. Perhaps niOst

importantly, NEICsexperience

Suggests a role the State can play
ip enCouraging institutions of

higher education tocormnit their

iesotircesio meeting loci 4

economic developrrient needs. If

NEICS experience Were'

repliCatecEby Anumber of

institutions throughout Me state

each 'combining state; federal-r"

and private funds to. foster

edonomie development, the scale

of impact would- be much4reater.

°
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development cultivation and follow-up that is required to

support a successful state development fmance program.

These criticisms suggest that modifications in the

SBDC structure, such as those found in Michigan's NEIC

and Maine's CE!, may be necessary to make it a more

appropriate development fmance tool. In addition, both

the objectives and criteria used for evaluating SBDCs

should be consistent with those established for state

development finance programs so that the two efforts are

mutually supportive.

In addition to enhancing an entrepreneur's business

management skills, programs should also try to increase

the effectiveness of public sector suppliers to meet small

business credit needs. The National Development Council

(NDC), a private non-profit organization, has focused its

attention on providing such assistance as a way of

increasing small business access to capital for expansion

and, consequently, job creation. NDC works with cities

and states to evaluate development projects and determine

what private and public resources are needed to make a

deal work. NDC also trains economic development officials

to use existing development finance programs, such as

SBA and state Community Development Block Grant

programs, more effectively. By working closely with state

and local officials, NDC is able to increase staff capacity

to analyze small business deals and structure loans to

make deals move forward. In more recent years, NDC has

begun to address the demand side, training entrepreneurs

in the basic skills of financial management and analysis.

The NDC model differs from many of the technical

assistance components of private development finance

programs. NDC began with a strong focus on working

with public sector people to enhance their capacity in

financing small businesses. Thus, this technical assistance

model focuses on supply-side capacity needs, an issue that

has received much less attention than technical assistance

for individual entrepreneurs. As states consider ways to

enhance development finance initiatives, the need for the

kind of capacity-building provided through the NDC

model should be considered.
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Chapter 5. Mustering Political Support
for Development Finance Programs

Getting Started

The first step in building political support for

development finance programs is documenting the need.

State politicians and private sector partners must see the

evidence that calls for a development finance program.

Designing an appropriate intervention and selling the

program to the public will also be served by documenting

need. The capital market analysis can be used to generate

some galvanizing statistics to capture the attention of

politicians and citizens—for example, the percentage of

new jobs created by the state's small businesses.

Next, create a task force, legislative study

commission or citizen's commission to study the

problem. If a study has already been completed, this

group can work to design the appropriate program. As the

group convenes, it is important to keep in mind that it

represents a new coalition that will bear much of the

burden for gaining political consensus for the program.

Members of the coalition should perhaps include local

bankers, small business people, economic development

practitioners, members of the Chamber of Commerce,

business groups, community development organizations

and other intermediaries, legislators and public officials,

representatives of appropriate state agencies, and

consumer groups. It is important to recognize the trade-off

in drawing members from a wide group of interests.

People with very diverse interests or agendas may have

trouble reaching consensus on the nature of the problem

and how best to address it. Once they gain consensus,

however, selling the program to the public and

implementing it will both be easier. One possible solution

to the dilemma of consensus calls for a two-stage process.

First, convene a fairly diverse group to identify the

problem and build political support for a solution. Second,
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One compromise

is to explicitly

identify target

populations in

a statewide

program

identify a smaller group of key actors to negotiate among
themselves to devise the intervention strategy.

targeting the Program

A targeted program may best achieve state economic
development objectives, but targeting must be considered
from a political perspective. What is the best way to gain
broad support for a narrowly-defined development fmance
program? Several important targeting issues must precede
implementation of the program: geography, industry
sector, and business size.

Geographic targeting typically involves the question
of whether to design a statewide or rural program. The
need for rural development finance is generally much
easier to document but much harder to sell politically,
since rural quarters usually include fewer legislators and
fewer areas to benefit. A statewide program may be more
palatable politically, but the need may be more difficult to
document. Private sector intermediaries often argue that
they are already meeting particular credit needs statewide,
if only in some isolated markets. Moreover, the impact of
a statewide program is likely to be diluted. Sophisticated
urban firms may be better able to compete for scarce
funds, leaving small rural enterprises credit-shy once
again. One compromise is to explicitly identify depressed
rural firms, sectors, and communities as target populations
in the enabling legislation for a statewide program. In
some states, the best political strategy may be to target a
well-known depressed region.

A related issue involves targeting a specific industry
sector. Unless an industry is of overriding importance to
the state—agriculture, high technology and manufacturing
are common examples—it may be politically difficult to
single it out for assistance, particularly when other
industries may be suffering as well. Still, some development
finance models may be successful only when targeted to
particular industries, such as we saw in MTDC's focus on
early-stage high technology companies. Combining
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targeting strategies to achieve specific objectives may be

the best bet. It may be easier politically to target

traditionally rural industries as a way of creating a rural

finance program, thus increasing capital in those areas.

Finally, the size of firm eligible for fmaneing must be

weighed. Programs targeted to microenterprises may

address critical capital gaps but may be difficult to sell.

Entrepreneurs in these very small businesses are not well-

organized and may be hard to identify and mobilize

before the program gets off the ground. Programs targeted

to start-up firms will have, by definition, no identifiable

group of business people to organize for support.

Consequently, one must consider ways to encourage

support (or at least neutrality) from other small businesses,

many of whom may not benefit directly from the program.

Once again, the ability to document both the need and the

economic development potential of the program is crucial

to garnering support from the state's business sector.

The attitude of bankers is an over-arching concern in

any development finance initiative. If bankers feel they

will benefit from the program, they may see that their best

interests are served by supporting it. Targeting may help.

For example, bankers may be persuaded that a program to

capitalize start-up businesses will cultivate future business

borrowers. If the banking industry does not come forward

with immediate support, some sort of quid pro quo may

be necessary to blunt its opposition. Bank lobbies tend to

be well-organized and carry significant clout; striking a

deal before the program comes up for political debate may

be the best strategy. A number of carrots and sticks may

be used to win bankers' support.

Structure and Control of the Program

Who will run the development finance program? How

will it be structured? How will economic development

and financial objectives be maintained? These questions

relate to the nuts and bolts of implementation. The

answers are critical to securing strong political support.

The attitude of

bankers is an

over-arching

concern
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A board or advisory committee may be the key to
solidifying political support. The make-up of the board
demonstrates that the appropriate interests are represented
and that no key actors have been left out. Including
bankers on the board of a direct loan program will
neutralize much opposition. By including supporters as
well as potential opponents to the program, the board
serves to overcome political obstacles as they arise.

State programs structured in partnership with the
private sector provide political advantages beyond
leveraging additional capital. Both the public and private
sectors can take credit for program benefits. If success
does not come, they can share in the failure, making both
parties less vulnerable. Partnership with banks in
particular helps to overcome potential opposition by
bringing in the private sector as an active partner.

The choice between creating a new intermediary and
working through an existing one is especially delicate.
Using an existing institution—modifying its objectives to
meet state economic development needs—may create
fewer turf problems and less opposition. The state is then
not guilty of substituting for the private sector. But do
appropriate intermediaries exist, and are they committed
and flexible enough to meet the state's economic
development needs?

Partnerships with the private sector offer numerous
advantages: management expertise, professionalism, and
insulation from political pressure in deal analysis, to name
three. These same advantages often apply to private
development finance as well. But how can one be sure
that a private organization will be accountable to public
objectives—for example, to meeting the credit needs of a
target population? Unless accountability can be ensured
from the outset, the program may not get the political

Accountability support it needs to get off the ground.
can be designed

into programs Accountability can be designed into programs in a
number of ways. First, the board can include
representatives of either target populations (small
businesses, for example) or their advocates (community
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development organizations). Such representatives can be

trusted to focus public attention on abuses of purpose.

Second, mandated reports to the legislature or some

appropriate state body can provide the information

necessary to monitor and evaluate performance.

Recognizing the need for these reports, program designers

can establish monitoring and data collection systems to

facilitate evaluation. Legitimate concerns about public

access to sensitive lending data can be met without

violating confidentiality. A good way to do so is to focus

reporting on program objectives without disclosing the

identities of borrowers. For example, reports can include

data on the number, sizes and geographic locations of

loans, and the sizes, locations, types of business

borrowers, purposes of loans, jobs created, and private

funds leveraged.

Third, public-private partnerships do not necessarily

demand hands-on management and decision-making on

the part of public agencies; rather, their role can be

limited to oversight. Public sector staff can participate on

a board or through some other formal arrangement and

thus be actively involved in defining objectives,

monitoring progress and evaluating overall performance.

Similarly, ongoing public support can be made contingent

on meeting specific performance standards which are

explicit from the inception of the program and consistent

with overall objectives.

A final point about the structure and control of a

development finance program is this: A recurring theme

throughout this discussion is the need to relate

development finance to the state's (often the governor's)

overall economic development strategy. If development

finance programs are to go beyond what the private sector

can do, they must be designed to address capital gaps that

clearly limit economic development. These programs

must be guided by a set of development objectives

related to and supportive of economic development

activities in general.

Development

finance

programs must

address capital

gaps that

clearly limit

economic

development
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Cost and Burden of the Program

In choosing a development finance program to meet a
state's needs, two politically important questions are
these: what will it cost and how will it be paid for?
Ignoring these questions may doom the program. Several
observations may be helpful in considering them. First,
regulation is cheaper than creating a new program or
funding an existing one. From a political standpoint,
regulation can be presented as the cost-free alternative,
perhaps increasing its acceptability in an era of deregulation.

Second, other inducements such as tax incentives,
linked deposits and public guarantees are also politically
easier than funding a new program. While these options
carry costs, the costs are usually less tangible and do not
require large, additional appropriations.

Third, it is usually more acceptable politically to
provide funding for capital rather than to support the
operating expenses of a new or existing intermediary.
Generally, a capital commitment is a one-time event,
while political support for operating expenses must be
mustered annually. These same arguments also suggest
greater political support for making a capital commitment
to an existing intermediary rather than creating a new one.
Supporting a new intermediary usually requires both a
capital infusion and operating expenses for several years,
perhaps indefinitely.

Fourth, regardless of the intermediary, getting high
leverage from a public capital investment is politically
appealing.

And fifth, if the capital infusion can be used to create a
permanent source of capital—for instance, a revolving
loan fund like the one created in Illinois—the political
acceptability is likely to be quite high.

While these insights may be helpful in mustering
political support, the best advice may come from
anecdotes depicting the political marketing process at
work in a real state situation. As the story accompanying
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this text suggests, political work is utterly crucial to

successful development finance programs. Identifying

capital needs and choosing among program alternatives

are just two steps in getting a development finance

program moving. Laying the political groundwork and

garnering support may be the toughest part of the task.
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Creating a New Program in North Carolina.

In the mid-1980s the,North
Carolina Lieutenant Governor
and the'General Asiembly
empowered-A. high-level Jobs
Commission to improve jobs, and
ecdnomic growth. One of the
Commission's reconimendationsl:
was the creation of a policy and
demonStratibn organization

focused specifically on rural
economic develOpment. Thus,
the North Carolina Rural'
EConomic Development Center
(REDC) was founded. A private
non=prOfit corporation, itbas'
received roughly, $2 million per
year from the General Assembly
and_ modest foundation and
corporate funding.

Wittuthe assistance of MDC
,Inc.„ a non-profit research.,
organization, REDC set out to, was as much a political As an
identify Critical problems facing analytical one, REDC selected a'
rural communities, governments well-known consulting firm with

on the precise-initiatiVes needed
to address rural capital gaps.
Furthermiire, several earlier
attempts to create a rural - -
development finance mechanism
had failed due to faulty design
arid opposition -from both the
banking community and state
development officials.

t

Thus, REDC, decided to begin
the procesi with a comprehensive
rural capital markets analysis.
Learning from the failure of
earlier' effOrts, REDC formed a
broad-based advisory committee

and businesses. The leading
issue that surfaced from ail
extensive suryeyof c,omiunity
leaders, development'

professionals and public officials
was lack of capital for small -
businesses. Despite widespread
agreement on the overall '
problem, no consensus emerged

• that included representatives
from bank and S&Ls, 'the

legislature, the State Treasurer's,
Office, executiye agencies, the
bilSiness sector and cominunity
groups. Recognizing that the task,

extensive experience in helping
state governments and banks'

design,and.lipplement '-
development finance programs.
The consultantshad'woiked
previously in North Carolina -and
knew a number of the key
decision-makers and potential
opponents.
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4•7 -

;*. 0 involved- % -..4; .-
g 'RA analysis three., "'In the process. While the e

components. First, the-consiliting interviews did did not yield" .

• firm collected and analyzed data -extensive hard data on capital .

t on banking trends and „lending, -4, gaps, they did *Oyer several

, patterns. This step, though striking examples of small, firms

- politically Useful; yielded little t that had been unable to a ;

hard analysis of business capital 4: key points' due to inadequate'

gaps, due in part to the dearth of - equity and.higher.7„risk debt 3 ;

detailed data on commercial .'financing. These anecdotes: 4

loans. The second step' involved.' ;proved very -useful in the -

interviews With nearly 40 ; ;subsequent General Assembly

leading banker's, economic r process, to illustrate the

development officials 'and .!,` j ""problems in ways with'which

• development finance ' d'rufal legislators could identify.- •

professionals. In seeking pdir •- •

perceptions on capital gaps and The consultants' report`,

-„ how they, might he filled, the completed in April 1988,

consultants were able to obtain :4 ". documented that l„*ith:Carolina

= some key Supporters for the , was blessed with ,p very healthy

study's final recommendations. banking sector and a relatively

; t large number of in-,itate.4„.

• The third component 44 development finance entities and

consisted of structured 4 ,f venture capital, firms. However, ;

• interviews with about 100 small it concluded that rural capital

businesses in rural areas 'across access ' was weak in several e

North Carolina. When leaders of ` respects, the foremost being a

the community college-basedt lack of affordable; long-term • 7 1

Small Business Centers ̀and the, financing for the growth,'

regionalSEA. Certified teChnOlogicil modernization or

peyelooment,Companies new product and Market

expressed concern:that they had  development of small -andriiid:

not been adequately involved in, sized companies,' The 'study's

the analysis, the consultants central recommendation was to

requested that they assist in • create the North Carolina

designing and carrying out this Enterprise Corporation (:/%1C4E0,-
coinponent. Their participation. 4. an independent, private, for-

helpedgive these important • profit development finance

'sniallcbusineis assistance '• ; - organization to be jointly

'providers a sense of ownership • ,• capitalized by the State and

'
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"priv ate InVeStots. NCEt "woUld
provide mezzanine financing

(relatively' high-risk 'debt and
eqUitY c,aPital) to firrhs:that-were
too risky for conventional bank
financing but were, inappropriate
for venture capital. investments - -
due to their small size, inability

to offer typical venture capital
- returns; oinunwillingneSs to We
up'-ariownerihip stake.

- - ,
, -

A Second gap' identified Was

the„aVailability Of smaller loans.

(inihe $20,000 to $50,06 '
range), particularly f9r

businesses,owned bymomen,-

minorities,-nOn-prOfits and other
non-traditional entiepreneurs • nn

, The higher_ transactions costs and '
resultanyloWer profitability oT 'n
loans of thiS size reduced the •
amount of bank financing „
available. To close this gap, the,
report noted the existence of a „
private non-profit intermediary. ,
targeting this niche; the Self-

• Help development hank; through
which the State could play -a -
passive investinent:role.

n- A final cOnCluSiOn,'which WaS

not in the original draft of 'die'.

report but emerged from discussion
with community activists and
development professionals

t familiar with problems in ,-
, minority and low-income areas,
was the lack of very small loans -

3Y

lirishe $500 to s2o,op0 r4pgF)`,,,
for self=eMplOyedindivichials „

and very sinqll enterprises. The
report rec;Ommended, the creation •z_.

of a denionstration'program to
make microenterprise loans and
-to experiment with alternatiVes.
to traditionalArriderWriting
practices in order to mimmize
the riSk and transaction costs Of
Making 'riny loans to individuals
Short on collateral.„ 4 k

t The advisory committee for
the,rural capital markets study n
ratified therec,ornmendations

and key actors were conirnitted'-
to seeing that the recommendations
i;--particularly the creation of

Enterprise CorPoratioreie
acted upOn.„ For the Enterprise
Corporation to become a reality,

—two central parties ha to be, ,

persuaded: the,banking community -
and:the State 'Treasurer's office. n,„
As originally envisioned, the: ' t
Enterprise Corporation was to-be
•xn$100 millionfund: $20 million
Of stock purchased by banks and
other instinitiOnal priVate
inveStOrS, $20 Million,of,stock '
purchased 6)-, the State, and

$60 million line of Credit extended

by the participating banks.

- As a first' step in getting the '
bankS bought in,REDC•

: approached -key leaders of the.t
North Carolina Bankers.
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Association (1"C'13A). 'the' '

president of Branbh":Bahking'arid

- Trust (B_B-8iT); who already

served as Vice President of

-REDC board; Was crucial in

bringing NCBAnn ',board. 7

1%1C13:"A leadership agreed 40

support the concept if the stales

' three largest Super-regional

banks would participate...,

The heds!bf.the.three'superr

! regional banks then met With the

P, BB &T sPresident, the NCB A.

head, andiREDC staff: They 4`

agreed to investor!' an asSet-,

• based formula, with three

• provisos. First, any bank capital

~~raised would be.

bank capital .from private

investors—for  example,

utility companies or other

corporations. Second, die state „

-would  maprivatetch  Sector

• investments dollar-for-dollar tip

tp $20 the state
- 

• oltld;nOt control INICEy

operations. ,Indeed,, the Prdpo61',

stipulated that the state 'Would

•' ',own non-voting, Preferred ''Std'ek!'

013'8iTleaders"'anci REDC

'Stiff Were invited to Make a

preSentanditIci:the annual P

• meeting Of NCBAi, which r

"primarily represents small and I

imid-sized banks. The brief fr

discussion Was 'highly Positive,

,With Several experienced rural

o. r

17.

*nderS,in:the audience

etiddrsing.:the'needIdt. a! ,7 a

financitig _entityof,ithis type Thef

advisory committee had i ;

stiggested,that each banit:'s

investment might be proportional

to its asset size, and Association

members agreed to buy into the

C.orpotatiori.:1Im4he etaid,ionly $19

million of cotiv4.te=.PaPi.tal,WAs.;.
invested in start-up Of the

Enterprise corporatipb,.:,with-the4 ;
-

banIcs,providing Italfi, t;

—

With this; cqlpillitpLeP:! from

ihe,bailking-ctOm,urOW: the Pe)ct.1:.
step involved discussions With

the .State TreasUrer to cOnfi.tin- :

,the; state's willingness to

participate ild.to.wOkinietht

,teritiS for the state's inVe,stinent!

While the i:Suier$

representative to the advisory' ' 4

"committee had, been generally

"supportive of the Enterprise -

-!cdipOrat,iori concept, the

'',Iliagurir had not yet given a'

clear indication 44 v;th4hei• he 4

would support the public

matching capital and tax credits
.:to  induce private sector

investment.,,Afterra series of •

-.meetings, he agreed.,,to:,supptirt

;the enabling legislation, it,RFIAC

:!obtained him commitments-from

;the big three banks to participate.„

Believing 
a r

that it had all the r
3 necessary parties on board, •
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REDC sCheduleda press'
° Conference in inid-Maylo
announce &region of the
Enterprise CorPOration. Several:
' days beforelhe press conference,

however, the Treasurer informed
' REDC staff thatthe 'State should

be treated as any Other ,
investor—that is, it should ,
purchase voting common stock,
in the corporation rather than _
non-voting preferred, stock. This
request contravened one of the
agreements with the big three
banks. REDC staff gave the
banks a brief period in which to
,object to the request„ and then
proceeded with the change. The

'Treasurerwould now have the
right to. appoint, three members
of the thirteen-person Board of
the private for-profit -
corporation---one as stockholder
and two representing the public.

Obtaining passage of the
necessary legislatiOn to create
the Enterprise Corporation Was
'relatively easy after the
complicated negotiations among
the various private and public°
investors. The existence of 'the
'capital markets analysis-

documenting important rural
capital gapa gave the prespoSar.
considerable Credibility.

' Moreover, the bill's proponents
effectively 'used a number of the ,
anecdotes from the stud); to:

Marshal Support frorn rural 
•

legislators, to whom the stones
of difficulty in obtaining start-up,
and ekpairsion capital rang true.
A third factor was the broad;
based support fortlie concept :-
Mat had resulted from Me study

_ process itself.

Finally, the political climate
was favorable for new

development finance initiatives:
The, Lieutenant Governor, who

• been a key,proponent of ,
REDC's creation.and also led the
Senate, was in the Midst of a
gubernatorial campaign against
the incumbent. The Enterprise
Corporation was consistent with
his proposed "growth-froth-
within" economic development
strategy, a centerpiece of his -
campaignplatform. In contrast,

• the Governor relied on °

smokestack-Chasing industrial
recruitment programs. Also°
attractive was the ability to
induce significant private sector
participation through a tax,credit
measure that was alreadY
substantially in place, thereby
reduaing the amount of direct ,
new appropriations required. The
legislative leadership agreed to
support separate bills
apmnpriating $2 million in loan
capital for the non-traditional
lending programs of the Self- ,
Ilelp development bank and
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; $500,000 for a- pilot rural Micro-.4 - minority-contr011e4Conoinic

enterprise loan prOgranl. The 7 ' development institUtions. These

; ,attachment of an unrelated local funds supported development -

finance, rider amendment that ' „ lending :and teehidealaOistairce

• had a close deadline for passagel. programs of minoritygredit

•peiniittedthelegislativeleadership 4 unions, •community-development ;

to fight off 'attempts to revise the Corporations; and the Institute of

„ 'Enterprise Corporation bill Minority Economic Development:

Two contentious political . The Enterprise Corporation

is'Sues arose in the course' ofthe bill passed in July 1988, intime

legislative process: The first ° for the deadlirie on local ;

,cdricemed the definition of 'rural' firtarice'rider.' On the last day of

• Urban legislators wanted:to the session, the final piece of the,

~~ know Whether businesses located package of appropriations :for .

'in rural ROI-hong; of urban counties minority economic; development;

• would be eligible for the: rilien?eliterOr4e finariciiig.. and

Corporation's investments,,Irithe the Self-Help development bank' n

'end; the six counties containing was approved..REPC was called

'die largest cities Were exeluded,°. imori to administer the minority °

° leaving 94 eligible counties. This economic- development and - •

- .compromise ensured a wider inicroeriterRriie Inidatiiies, as

2, ;buy-in, although it significantly, Well As to staff the start-up of the

• diluted the target-Mg of the, Enterprise Corporation. It took

Corp:clarion's investments : ten months to secure all the
• 

t-
NcEc investments and close the

• The second issue concerned , 'stock offering-, to date, three ,
means to ensure that the capital -investments have been made. ,

needs of minority firms received ° the microenterprise prograin.

, adequate attentioh. Key began lending after a year of n'

!= participants had balked at an n,design,wbriC.-j;

r initial request that the Enterprise ;

n.. Corporation hill require set-aside. In a relatively short period of

provisions for Minority :time; North Carolina- put in place

busines§es. Instead; a new bill A development finance - system to •

; °.,Was drafted that Matched the $2 ,address 4 nturiber bt,rural capital
• million rifcapitalfor Self-Help - gaps. The State's tote has ranged

with $2 million in Capital and from active investor, as a voting .

= operating support for existing stockholder in the Enterprise °
. . ,
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Corporation, to amore passive

provider of loan capital Through

existitig:interniedialies:'q* Self:

HelP,deyelOpMent bank, the

minority credit unions' and the 4,

REDC (for creation of the

"'nick:enterprise fiind)".

". What lessons does this case•

.,yield about political niar,ketitig-;

-of development finance —
JnitiattvesT,Ftrst, the rural capital

markets analysis Was instrumental,

in,bOth documenting theneed =

and building a Consensus among

key parttes, Potential opponents-

were able to participate and buy o

'into the report's redothrhendatipns.
'Second, 4 powerful figure, in this

case the Lieutenant Governor, ,

was willing to champion the
measures. Third; theProPonents '

were pragmatic and willing to.

compromise onley aspects of

the Program design and the 

political process.process.
P, .7 4

1c. and, access to private sector 4

expertise, may have its costs,aS. .
Well. the appointment of

stockholders4(including those in -

the two public seats) wtio do'not

'necesSartly share_the advisory ,

.'-corrimittee.s vision of balailcing

-profitability and rural -

developmetwunderscores the !

'difficulty of keeping a pnvate

corpoiation accountable :to ;

.public economic development -
objectives In some cases further

accountability mechanisms such

ag.sequiring oversight by a, —

public ;body or periodic reports'

on development impaCtsitx4Y, be

desirable In spite of these 7

limitations, North Carolina has 

takenon the role of investor, -

both'active and passive, to
implement a successful range of
development finance activities

that may -serve as models for

other states': '

e

= -
Some of these compromises

omay, however; reduce the

measure's benefitg,tO rdral -
"economic development The fad
that 94 ofNorth-4Carolina"s 100

. Counties are eligible for NCEC

investments dilutes its intended

fodüs on rural firms without . o
ready access to urban capital 1-

markets. NCEC's public-private-

partnerstiip Structure,'while .

permitting considerable leverage
A

a 7,

'
'
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

Recurrent Themes in Development Finance

The discussion here presents a hierarchy of state

development finance programs, from the state as catalyst

to encourage more private sector financing down to the

state as direct provider of capital to fill specific gaps. An

effective finance program will proceed down the

hierarchy, initially creating programs to correct market

failure and induce private markets to meet development

finance needs. As credit needs remain, the state can

become more active, investing in new or established

institutions that provide capital and meet economic

development objectives. Finally, as a last resort to address

stubborn but important capital gaps, the state may become

a direct provider. The state's success here will depend on

aiming programs at narrowly defined capital gaps and

adopting innovations in management and design.

Development finance is characterized by

experimentation and innovation. Because of the risks

involved, program evaluation becomes critical. The

program objectives and their relationship to overall state

economic development policy must be clearly defined

from the beginning, for it is these objectives to create

public benefits and not simply financial considerations

that distinguish public development finance from most

private investment. It is also important to evaluate

program objectives in light of changes in the state's

economy. The development finance organization must be

flexible enough to alter objectives as circumstances

dictate and to adjust programs to meet new objectives.

The need for flexibility extends to the financing options

as well. Development finance needs are cyclical,

depending on state economic conditions. Public and

private capital gaps are prone to change. Development

finance programs must be able to respond, abandoning

ineffective approaches while experimenting with

An effective

finance program

will proceed

down the

hierarchy
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The most

effective

programs

provide both

financial and

business

development

assistance

promising new ones. For example, subsidies that
sometimes accompany development finance may need to
vary as economic conditions and interest rates change.
During a period of economic downturn or enhanced
regulatory scrutiny, conventional financiers may become
more conservative so that the size of businesses falling
into the capital gap may increase. Development fmance
programs should also be able to respond to expanded
capital gaps.

The most effective programs address both the demand-
and supply-side capital gaps by providing both financial
and business development assistance. For a state program
to be effective, the technical and business development
needs of borrowers must be addressed at the same time
that alternative sources of capital are identified.
Otherwise, the potential for losses that damage the
integrity of the program and reduce its developmental
impact is too high.

The key issue which state programs must address is
increasing the availability of capital to target populations
who'lack access. Contrary to widespread opinion, the
issue is not the cost of capital, since in most cases capital
represents a relatively small portion of business expenses.
When interest subsidies are included in development
finance, the danger of substituting for private finance is
high, but the developmental impact is likely to be small,
since subsidies will most likely benefit firms that already
qualify for market-rate capital. Still left out will be the
small businesses concerned with gaining access to credit
markets at any cost.

Finally, the new wave of state development finance
requires a new approach to program management.
Managers must be committed to the economic
development objectives of the program and have the skills
to make the fmance programs effective. These skills must
be great enough to distinguish among alternative small
business investment opportunities, weighing social and
private returns against the cost and risk involved with the
investment. To sustain a development finance program,
managers must be concerned with getting investment
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returns and minimizing loan losses. However, to meet the

program's economic development objectives, managers

must be willing to accept lower returns and higher losses

in exchange for positive social benefits.

Maintaining this balance is a key task for any

development finance program manager. Particularly when

the state takes on the investor role, managers must be

held accountable for achieving economic development

objectives. Ensuring accountability is easier if the

development fmance objectives are clearly stated in

relation to economic development objectives, and if

monitoring and evaluation are designed into the program

from the beginning. When these steps are not possible,

periodic review of program performance is important

to determine how well economic development and

financial objectives are being achieved and to modify the

program accordingly.

Where Do You Go From Here?

The information presented here should enrich

understanding of the rationale for development finance

programs and the steps required to establish them. Most

importantly, this text should provide a sense of which

programs across the country represent best practices in

development finance—those innovative, cutting-edge

programs that may be worthy of further study. Each state

has a unique set of capital needs and economic

development goals. Some programs described here may

seem inappropriate, while others will appear to be the

perfect match. Acquiring more information about these

programs can only help to clarify their applicability to any

given state. The best insight can be gained directly from

the people who manage, use and evaluate the programs

described here. To help readers gain additional

information, a list of programs and contact people is

provided beginning on page 85. Use this information to

learn more before proceeding with efforts to establish an

innovative development program in your state.
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Contacts in State Development Finance

State Program

AK Southern Development Bancorporation

CA Loan Guarantee Program

IL Small Business Loan Program

MA Capital Resource Corporation

MA Community Development Finance Corporation

MA Linked Deposit Program

MA Technology Development Corporation

ME Coastal Enterprises, Inc. Day Care Loan Fund

ME Net New Funds

'MI Business & Industrial Development Corporation

MI Capital Access Program

MI Northern Economic Initiatives Center

MN Community Reinvestment Fund

MN Interstate Banking Law

NC Center for Community Self Help

NC Microenterprise Fund

NY Community Reinvestment Act

Contact Person

George Surgeon, President, Elk Horn Bank

Ed Kawahara, Director of Small Business Loans

Richard LeGrand, Bureau of Small Business

William Torpey, Jr., President

Milton Benjamin, Jr., President

Kathy Shepard, Deputy Treasurer, MA Treasurer's Office

John Hodgman, President

Jeannie Hameron, Project Manager

Colette Mooney, Deputy Superintendent, ME Bureau of Banking

Steve Rohde, Michigan Strategic Fund

Steve Rohde, Michigan Strategic Fund

H. Richard Anderson, Director

Frank Altman, President and CEO

James G. Miller, Deputy Commissioner, MN Department of Commerce

Kate McKee, Associate Director

Bill Bynum, Program Director

Walter O'Meara, Consumer Services, NY Banking Department

Phone

501/246-5811

916/445-6545

217/524-4615

617/536-3900

617/482-9141

617/367-3900

617/723-4920

207/882-7552

207/582-8713

517/373-7500

517/373-7550

906/227-2406

612/338-3050

612/296-2135

919/683-9686

919/821-1154

212/618-6408
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State Development Finance Programs

STATE ROLE:

Program Regulator/Inducer Investor Direct Provider

CA Loan Guarantee Inducer
Program

Key Feature

Decentralized loan decision-making; banks bear
only small part of risk; minimal appropriation required

CEI's Day Care RLP Passive State funds used to leverage public and private funds;
working through private nonprofit; TA important

Center for Community
• Self Help

Passive Provides capital and TA; targeted on low-income,
minorities; recognized as statewide development bank

Entrepreneurial Portfolios Regulator Works through private sector to expand risk taking

IL Small Business Loan
Program

Debt Program flexibility key to responding to capital gaps;
used loan repayments to create RLF to ensure
continuity after state appropriations stopped

MA Capital Resource Inducer
Company

Private sector induced to fill high-technology capital
market niche by trading investment for tax break

MA Community Development
Finance Corporation

Debt/equity Management problems in beginning; works through
private nonprofits; size of loan not suited for many
small businesses

MA Linked Deposit Inducer
Program

Establishes development loan categories;
future public deposits depend on performance

MA Technology Development Equity Provides equity capital to small firms in early stage of
Corporation commercializing products; focused on high tech firms
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Program

ME Net New Funds

MI BIDCOs

STATE ROLE:

Regulator/Inducer Investor Direct Provider Key Feature

Regulator Ties interstate bank expansion to creation of new
capital; no explicit development lending criteria

Active New institutions to fill capital gaps with debt and
equity-like investments; leveraging state funds key

MI Capital Access Inducer Expands risk-taking of private sector, leveraging key;

Program banks bear large share of risk; demand-driven

MI Northern Economic Tech Asst. Focused on small businesses; heavy emphasis on TA;

Initiatives Center university partnership key

MN Community Regulator Passive Recapitalizes private nonprofit community lenders;

Reinvestment Fund public money used for reserves and operating expenses

MN Interstate Banking Regulator Ties interstate expansion to specific development
lending criteria; targeted at critical capital gaps

National Development Center Tech Asst. Work with cities/states to increase effective use of
existing programs; increase capacity for packaging
deals

NC Microenterprise Fund Active Identified capital need through state audit; monitoring
key; working through private sector, TA important

NY Community Regulator Disclosure of CRA ratings creates pressure for

Reinvestment Act community lending

Southern Development Passive Provides capital and TA; targeted to multi-county,

Bancorporation low-income area; state support in creation key
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